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Course 
fees 
confuse 
college 
By Jim Jawoh;ki 
Associate Editor 
and 
Amanda Maurer 
Campus N.ews Editor 
On a tuition statement, course 
fees lie right in the middle of the 
activity, health center, registration 
and U-Pass charges. In some cases 
these extra costs can add up to hun-
dreds of dollars for each student, or 
nearly $3 million each year, 
according to school officials. 
But course fees don't only affect 
tuition statements. Rather, the most 
recent Student Government 
Association student survey and lat-
est College Council meeting 
proved that students and faculty are 
questioning how and where these 
additional fees are used. 
The SGA's Student Census 
Report, which was released in 
.September, revealed 81 percent of 
the 660 students polled don't 
know where their course fees go 
or disapprove of their use. Only 
19 percent felt their fees were 
well spent. 
The report, conducted in the fall 
of2005, revealed a majority of s tu-
dents continue to worry about this 
issue that the SGA has looked into 
for two years. In the report, the 
SGA requested that academic 
departments disclose how each 
course fee is spent on the class 
syllabus. · 
"One of the things that we 
always hear; and that the survey 
really put into black and white so 
that everybody could see it, is the 
reality that students don't know 
where that money goes," said Brian 
Matos, president of the SGA. 
Students aren ' t alone in their 
Jennifer Criderflhe Chronide 
quest to understand the course fees. 
Leonard Strazewski, a faculty 
member in the Journalism 
Department and faculty represen-
tative of the Board of Trustees, 
said faculty and administrators 
See Fees, Page 8 
SRO residents left hotneless, ·without answers 
By Jenn Zimmerman 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
When Columbia students 
Cordell Chambers, Freddie 
Williams ·and Michelle Joiner 
moved into tlie ·new low-income 
housing units at 6 I 8 S. Wabash 
Ave., they ·believed it was a place 
they could call home. 
However, on Oct. 24 as a frre 
ripped through the Dexter 
Building, 630 S. Wabash Ave., just 
a few feet away from their build-
ing, the doors to. their apartments 
shut, leaving all three residents to 
find a new place to live. · 
Since the fire that occurred 
over a month ago, they have had 
limited access to their clothing, 
food or school materials that 
remain in their apartments. 
Although the building can 
reopen once it is up to code, 
according to Peter Scales, public 
inforrnati.on officer at the 
Department of Buildings, property 
manager, William Tyler, said he is 
not letting any residents in to col-
lect their things or possibly ever 
return. 
According to Judy Mcintyre, 
the executive director for the 
Chicago Christian Industrial 
League, the company that owns 
the building, she contacted ten-
ants by phone ·about a day when 
they could coilect some of their 
belongings. Yet, Williams said 
she never notified him and has 
been den ied any opportunity 
since. 
Chambers, who said he was out 
of town on the designated day, 
also said he has been denied a 
chance to enter his unit. 
"Their 'name is Christian 
Industrial League, but the way 
they are handling their situation 
is not Christian-like," Chambers 
said. " I have had no clothes and 
Cordell Chambers, a junior film and video major, stands outside of 61.8 S. Wabash Ave., his former residence. 
He hasn't been able able to enter the building for his belongings since the Oct 24 fire at 630 S. Wabash Ave. 
have been wearing the same 
clothes for weeks." 
Although Joiner was notified 
about when she could get her 
things, she said the management 
team allowed little time for her to 
collect all of the items she needed, 
like her computer. 
" We kind of herded in like cat-
tle, and we were only given a 
finite amount of time~ and you 
could only have a finite amount 
of things," Joiner said, adding 
that the management wanted to 
ensure people didn't complete ly 
move out. 
According to Tyler, none of 
these residents will be allowed 
into the building until the brick 
removal process is completed on 
an interior wall that collapsed due 
to the fire. He also said the area 
needs to be deemed safe by the 
city's demolition team in order for 
res idents to temporarily enter the 
building. 
However, according to 
Scales, the management can let 
residents in te mporarily and his 
department has no say in when 
tenants are allowed in to collect 
their belongings. 
" We don't have anything to do 
with that," Scales said. " We're just 
saying on a permanent basis no one 
can live there until the sprinkler 
systems are reset." 
Adding to the confusion, Tony 
Hayes, director of asset manage-
ment at the Chicago Christian 
Industrial League, said because of 
new a policy made by the city and 
federal housing officials, students 
can no longer live in many of the 
units in the building, regardless if 
they are part-time or full-time stu-
dents. 
As The Chronicle reported in a 
March 27 article, no full-time stu-
dents can live at 618 S. Wabash 
Ave. They were, however, 
allowed to remain in the building 
if they submitted proof that they 
were only taking enough credit 
hours to make them part-time stu-
dents. 
Both Williams and Chambers 
said they dropped down to part-
time status in order to continue 
living in the bui lding. Yet, accord-
ing to Hayes' they are now ineli-
gibl~ regardless of where they 
stand credit wise. 
However, according to offi-
cials, no policy stating part-time 
students could not live at 618 S. 
Wabash exists, only full-time. 
"There is no policy that I am 
aware of," said Karen Pride, 
assistant press secretary for the 
Chicago Housing Authority. 
As a ll three students continue 
to search for answers, they have 
sought refuge in some of the 
services and help offered by 
Columbia until they can return to 
their building. 
Joiner said she contacted Molly 
Grimm, assignments coordinator 
in Columbia 's office of Residence 
Life, in hopes of finding a place to 
stay until the building reopens. 
Within a few days. Joiner said 
Grimm arranged for her to stay at 
the Herman Crown Center, 425 S. 
Wabash Ave., for a month free of 
charge. 
Chambers, who is staying with 
a friend, also said he was able to 
turn to Residence Life for Jewel 
food coupons and clothing. 
See SRO, Page 7 
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Everything dirty I know 
I learned on the bus 
By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Chief 
I learned pretty much every-thing I needed to know from the back of the school bus in 
middle school. From the defini-
tion of four-letter words to how 
to treat a woman right, I vicari-
ously gathered this information 
by eavesdropping on all of the 
"bad" kids-the ones who were 
smoking Camels by the dump-
sters behind the cafeteria and 
growing facial hair since the 
fourth grade. 
These were the kids skate-
boarding at all hours of the day, 
sticking it to their teachers by 
writing their book reports on 
Playboy magazines and making 
out with high school girls. They 
were ruthlessly hilarious and 
adventurous, and I so desperately 
wanted to be one of them. 
But I wasn't very popular in 
sixth grade, seeing how I was so 
skinny that I was still vulnerable 
to things like Shaken Baby 
Syndrome. I also donned a 
gigantic pair of plastic black-
rimmed glasses that made me the 
white version of Steve Urkel. 
Actually, I had a spare pair of 
see-through plastic ones that 
made me look like Sally Jesse 
Rafael's gay son. I was forced to 
wear this pair after I broke.my 
black ones during a game of vol-
leyball in gym class. For some 
reason my glasses acted as a 
magnet for kick balls, baseballs, 
tennis balls and, of course, vol-
leyballs, which would all nail me 
right in the face and cause my 
glasses to ricochet off of my 
head. 
Considering I was one step 
away from becoming the pale-
skinned dork living in a bubble, 
there was no way the foul-
mouthed ruffians in the back of 
the bus would let me s it with 
them. So I sat in the middle sec-
tion pretending to read Paul 
Zindel's The Pigman while writ-
ing down every last delightfully 
profane phrase they uttered into 
the book's margins. I shot myself 
in the foot when I unintentionally 
wrote the meaning ofblowjob 
next to the utterly depressing, uh, 
climax of the book when the 
Pigman dies, .causing me to sob 
and laugh hysterically at the 
same time. 
For the most part, the back of 
the bus was ruled by boys, but 
there was Morgan. She was the 
u ltimate mid-'90s tomboy sport-
ing baggy jeans, a b lack tank top 
and·a flannel shirt. Her hair was 
cropped short like every other 
guy, and the only way anybody 
could tell she was a girl was by 
her ever-developing chest. Sure, 
all the guys were complete apes 
over it, but the real kickers for 
me were Morgan's porcelain 
white skin and her incredibly 
dirty mouth. 
But Morgan hated my weak-
ling guts. I could have sworn she 
wanted me dead whenever she 
pushed me into a locker, but I 
had it all wrong when our usual 
bus driver, Lester, took the day 
off. 
Lester's official nickname was 
"Lester the molester," although 
no one could verifY if he ever did 
molest someone. But he certainly 
looked the part. Weighing in at . 
300 pounds, the guy looked like 
a human pile o f yogurt. The fact 
that he had oddly short legs, 
which resembled beef rolls, did-
n't help make him look any less 
horrifYing. 
The day Lester gone he was 
rePlaced with some other freak 
show. There's some sort of 
unwritten law in middle school 
that states all students should be 
completely unruly when under 
the supervision of a substitute 
teacher. This same law applied to 
substitute bus drivers considering 
all of our pent-up frustration 
toward homework, report cards 
and gym class exploded on our 
way home. 
We pulled down the bus win-
dows and threw everything we 
could outside--protractors, eras-
able ink pens, No. 2 pencils and 
brown lunch bags. 
But the best thing about the 
substitute bus driver was the fact 
that he got the route all back-
wards and completely skipped 
my stop altogether. All of the 
other kids were dropped off, and 
ult,imately it wound down to me 
and Morgan being the last ones 
on the bus. I didn't realize we 
were completely alone until 
Morgan called my name. 
"Why don' t you sit back 
here?'' she asked from the very 
last seat in the back. I shrugged 
and joined her, wondering if she 
would beat me up. 
I plopped down on the brown 
vinyf seat next to her as the btis 
continued to speed down the 
street. Every time the bus hit a 
bump in the road, we were sent 
flying into the air, and I would 
laugh out loud. 
"Isn't this awesome?" she 
asked as I tried to catch my 
breath. I'm not sure what pos-
sessed her, but she leaned over 
and started making out with me, 
and I could taste the salami sand-
wich she had for lunch. 
Unfortunately, we got to her 
bus stop a minute after she 
ambushed me. I could never tell 
why she decided to kiss me, and 
I never would. She never talked 
to me as we passed awkwardly 
down the school hallways toward 
our homerooms. But, for a single 
minute, I learned what it was like 
to be dominated. 
hc/auss@chroniclemail.com 
In Your Opinion 
Do you know what course fees are? · 
"Yeah. It :S· basically 
what you have to pay 
with the class, like a 
lab fee." 
- Ted Ostrowski, junior, arts, 
"Yeah. I am a poet-
ry major so I 
haven 't had a lot of 
course fees. " 
cntertainmcnl and media - Derek Frenze, sopho· 
managemenl more, poetry 
"Yeah. I'm in grad 
school so its all the 
same unless there is a 
:,pecial fee for the 
class. " 
- Allison Russo, senior, per- - Sarah Levi, gradualc, 
fonning arts management visual arts management 
When breaking news happens 
In this issue 
1/9 Campus News 
Commentary 10/11 
13/27 
29/36 
Arts and Entertainment 
City Beat 
Annouitcetnents · 
.WA-POP! 
" WA-POP!'' is an exhibition that showcases.Japanese 
pop art by-Columbia studeuts and active Japanese artists 
working ill the U~ted Stateii.,The exhibit's opeqing;recep:. 
tion will be from 5 p.m. to 7 .p.m. on Nov. ;30 in ,the Holcin · 
Annex ,in the Wabash Campus Building,. 623 ,P· Wabash " 
Ave. · 
' ... '\ . 
· Cinema Slapdown, a ~neak previe~ ·.:.. 
Come see a respectful show~own of two Columl;>ia Fili.n -
and Video faculty members as they debate,the Oscar-wm-
ning film, Crash, Nov. ~0. The. debate wQl follow a screen- . 
ing of the movie, which starts at 6 p.m. in the Film Row· 
Cinema in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Waba~hAve. 
. . \'"'' " 
For more informption, contact Sandy Cuprisin at (312) 
344-6708. ' 
Black music in c;hicago 
Jom the Center for Black MuSic Research for a program 
Dec. 2 1.9turing a lecture titled "Brouzeville: The Lonl, the 
Music, the Impact'' by Dr. Outhrie P. ~· Ramsey is 
the director of Graduate Studies in muSic it the University 
of Pennsylvania and author of Race Music: Black.~~~~~~ 
from 'Bebop to Hip-Hop. The program will begin at 3 p.m. 
in the Music Center, 1014 s; Michigan Ave . 
. For more tnformatiO!I, contactMo"is Phibbs at (31 2) 344-
7563. ' 
THE 
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If you have an upcoming event or announcement, 
. con tact The Chronicle's news desk 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Campus N~ws 
Condom chic 
creates A.IDS 
dialogue 
By Kristin Kalter 
Staff Writer 
and 
Rachel Strecller 
Staff Writer 
., 
From a few feet away, the 
dresses look like elaborate 
gowns made from gathered chif-
fon, flowing silk ani! tulle tum-
bling down to create elegant si 1-
houettes. It is only the smell of 
latex permeating the air around 
them that reminds a visitor thar 
they are just that: rubbers. 
Thirteen of Brazilian artist 
Adriana Bertini's evening dress 
sculptures are on display at an 
exhibition in the Glass Curtain 
Gallery at in the II 04 Center, II 04 
S. Wabash Ave. The exhibition, 
"Dress Up Against AIDS,". is P.art: 
of the Critical Encounte~ series. 
Each dress,; Bertini makes 
requires at' least 1,000 condoms. 
The maximum she has!tised was 
around 80,000 'for: a; \l.edding 
dress sculpture. A II of the con-
doms she uses come from preser-
vative companies. These con-
doms didn 't pass the quality con-
trol tests, were expired or confis-
cated as contraband. 
Bertini created the garments 
with the intention of breaking 
the stigma surrounding condoms 
and AIDS. However, she was 
unable to find a gallery willing 
to display them in her country. 
While Brazil is considered pro-
gressive in its treatment of the 
disease, it is also the world's 
largest Catholic nation. 
"The only place I have been 
able to show my work in Brazil is 
in banks," Bertini said through 
translator Patricia Barbeyron. 
After working with children 
with AIDS for a number of 
years, the artist felt she should 
create work that had an impact 
on er,adicating the disease. This 
exhibition· represents the culmi-
nation of more than I 0 years of 
experimentation with th is art 
form. The condoms are dyed, 
cut, glued and gathered to create 
the shapes she desires for her 
work. The pieces a lso make a 
statement because they are made 
Rachael Sttecher(The Chronicle 
Brazilian artist Adriana Bertini, right, speaks about her new exhibit of dresses made of .condom$ at the-Glass · 
. Curtain Gallery, 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., as Patricia Barbeyron translates. 
from recycled condoms, which fit them onto the mannequins." 
are not biodegradabJ~. · , The mixture of opinions about 
This is !lie first tim~ the collec- ; clothing llJade from .condoms is 
tion has bCen brougilt'io the'United ; 'indicative of: the attitudes toward 
States; transporting it from Brazil ,, the object itself. So far, the reac-
to Chicago w.as not easy. 1 tion to the exhibit in Chicago has 
"Adriana had to fly out here '· been mostly supportive. There 
three days early j ust so the dresses are some who are intimidated and 
could acclimate to the air," said grossed out by the pieces, but by 
Kari Sommers, ass istant dean of and large, the response has been 
Student Life. "They were all positive, she said. In places 
curled up, so we had to let them where condoms are more stigma-
settle down so that Adriana could tized, the dresses are met with 
some support, but are generally 
avoided and treated with derision 
I ' 
or even fear. . 
"One woman hit me with an 
umbrella, and. tbeye was a guy 
who tried to · lick one of the 
dresses," she said. · 
The concept of bringing some-
thing normally worn in private to 
the outside is awkward for some, 
but Bertini hopes her art will make 
people .more comfortable with 
See Condoms, Page 9 
Latino journalists cultivate group Student parents unite for 
support, information By Kim Driscoll Staff Writer 
Latino journa lism students 
formed a new profess ional asso-
ciat ion at Columbia· after one 
meeting, and in just one hour 
they se lected officers, defined a. 
comprehensive mission state-
ment and planned their first 
event s howcasing local Hispanic 
profession.al journalists. 
The Hispanic Journalists ·of 
Columbia was formed after an 
Oct. 25 meeting with 15 Latino 
journal ism students and faculty 
advisers Teresa Puente and Elio 
Leturia. Both are Journalism 
Department faculty members 
and advise 75 Latino journalism 
students. 
"We are hoping to fii l a void 
for Latino students, because right 
now they don't have anything," 
Puente said. 
The faculty advisers allowed 
Courtesy Jodi Adema 
Last week The Ch_ronlcle Incorrectly described Jodi Adams ' 
award-winning photograph. 
the students ttl decide on the type 
of group best suited for them and 
were expecting the students to 
make a decision by the end of the 
current semester. 
Puente said she was pleased that 
the students were so focused in 
creating their own association in 
such a short amount of time. 
The focus of the Hispanic 
Journalists of Columbia is to give 
See Group, Page 9 
"Sanctuary," ~senior photogra-
phy major Jodi Adams, was one of 
two first place winners in the col-
lege's holiday greeting card con-
test It features a roughly 100.year-
old gazebo covered in vines. 
"The 'Buddha Pavilion,' as it is 
called, houses and protects the 
Hari-Hara, the name of the com-
bined diety of both Vishnu and 
Shiva from the Hindu religion," 
according to Adams' artist's state-
ment "The statue can be seen 
through the window of the gazebo 
doors, [and the glass] reflects the 
trees, glass and sky." 
For the second year in a row, 
Adams won the contest Her work 
will be displayed on cards sent to 
Columbia faculty and staff, as wei I 
as academic leaders nationwide. 
Uke last year, Adams shot this 
year's work in Allerton Park, which 
includes land, garde ns and man-
s ions donated to the University of 
Illinois at Urban<H:hampagne in 
1946 ~ Robert Allerton. 
"My greatest joy comes from 
photographing nature," Adams 
said in the statement "I find that 
living in the city has allowed me to 
capture a unique relations hip 
between people and their environ-
ment, especia lly in regards to 
a rchitecture. • 
By George Slefo 
Staff Writer 
Senior art and design major 
Tiffany Carrington has more on 
her mind then just finals this 
semester. Aside from juggling her 
academic life and work as an 
administrative ass istant at 
Columbia, Carrington's most chal-
lenging part of the day is raising 
her three kids. 
Her experiences as a parent and 
student led her to realize that other 
parentS at Columbia may also be 
search ing for support, so 
Carrington decided to create a club 
for parents who are also students. 
She said the group would aid emo-
tionally stressed students and give 
information on how parents can 
save money, from daycare dis-
counts to CTA reimbursements. 
Carrington began posting fliers 
for the parent club around cam-
pus in early November and has 
a lready received responses from 
Columbia students, but in order 
to get the c lub started she needs at 
least 15 students to join and a fac-
ulty adviser. 
" I had the idea a few years back 
and I wanted to see what I could do 
about [starting a club]," Carrington 
said. "A lot of students who have 
kids fe lt like they weren 't repre-
sented enough." 
When Carrington was 2 1 years 
old, she became pregnant with her 
first son, Marquis. Because of par-
enting difficulties, Carrington 's 
grades went down, and with the 
. birth of two more kids, she had to 
put academics aside and focus on 
raising her children. Now 32 years 
old, Carrington is in her fmal year 
at Columbia and wants to make 
sure that students with kids can 
tum to the club for suppon and 
information even after she's gone. 
Statistics prove that Carrington's 
not alone. There were more than 
18,000 births by mothers younger 
the age of20 in 2005, according to 
the Ill inois Public Health 
Department. Only 70 percent com-
plete high school, and less then 20 
percent go on to complete college. 
As thousands of students with 
children continue with their edu-
cation, some be lieve that colleges 
and universities should offer 
them options. 
"Cdlleges need to recognize 
who their students are and provide 
adequate information on what pro-
grams can help assist them, 
whether it be financially or mental-
ly," said Jennifer Clary, a spokes-
woman for the Illinois Caucus for 
Teenage Pregnancy and 
Adolescent Health. 
One way colleges can do this is 
by providing daycare programs. 
Clary said knowing your children 
are being supervised responsibly 
can relieve some of the stresses for 
student-parents. 
Charles Brock, a senior an s 
and entertainment media man-
agement major and. father of four, 
said he has been at Columbia for 
four years and hasn't heard of any 
support systems for Columbia 
parents. 
" I think it would be a great 
idea," Brock said. "[It] sounds like 
something [Columbia] should 
have had a while ago." 
At 30 years old, Brock said 
raising kids is tough and an 
organization would be helpful for 
early parents. 
See Parents, Page 7 
Student Financial Services 
600 S. Michigan Room 303 
Chicago, IL 60605 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St. 
Concert Hall Events 
Monday November 27 
Classical Guitar Recital 
12:30 PM 
Drums and Percussion Recital 
6 :00PM 
Tuesday November 28 
Pop Orchestra Recital 
12:30 PM 
Jazz Guitar Ensemble Recital Section 2 
3:00PM 
Columbia c 
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Tired 
of getting 
dirty fingers? 
Visit us online at www.columblachronlcle.com 
got Something to sell? 
get classified's. 
Columbia Chronide has its on classified service to help you make a little extra 
money when you can't gel o hold of your parents. 
Announcements 
#1 spring Break Website! Low 
prices guaranteed. Group dis-
counts for 6+. Book 20 people, 
get 3 free trips! 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
or 800-838-8202. 
Announcements 
Singing Lessons $10! Local 
Music Academy Voice Instructor 
Offers an Amazing Service and 
Price! Call: 312-566-0910, Visit: 
www.VoiceMoran.com 
Employment & Job Services 
Valet Parking Attendant-Great Pay 
Flexible Hours. 847-760-5080 
Photographer wanted for New 
Year's Eve wedding in the South 
· • Loop. Must have equipment, 
transportation and references. 
Call Matt 269-429-5209. 
WANT TO TRAVEL FOR FREEl! 
Teach English in China for six 
months to one year! Must have 
BA. Housing covered plus month· 
ly stipend. Call WY Group 312-
662-1008 mail@wyigroup.com 
Experienced retail sales staff 
wanted. Tragically Hip is looking 
for part-time sales help. You must 
be either in the fashion industry 
or a fashion student and have 
retail experience. Please Apply at 
852 W. Belmont Ave. in Chicago's 
Lakeview neighborhood. 
Partllme 
Looking for candidates to pass 
out flyers for a child enrichment 
program. Candidates must have a 
child-friendly, positive and happy 
demeanor. Experience working 
with children a plus. $10-$15 per 
·hour. Send CL/R to 
jobs@bubblesacademy.com. 
5 
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U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score. 
'(:I CURRENT SPORTS 
Baseball - Cycling- Soccer - Wrestling 
Cross Country- Capoelra - Men's lacrosse 
Men's Basketball - Ultimate Frisbee 
Swimming - Rugby 
~FITNESS AND INTRAMURALS tf -ANN 0 UN C MEN T S 
Free fHnessclasses for Columbia students held at the 
fitness center loocated at Roosevelt University-
Marvin Moss Center at 425 S. Wabash, 4th Floor. 
*Abt-Thursdays &-6:30pm 
*Cardlo Klckbox· Thursdays 6:30.7:00pm 
* AlkJdo. Thursday &Bpm & Saturday 3-Spm 
' ~ . . ~ . ~ . 
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Parents: 
Students with kids 
look for support 
Continued from Page 3 
"Parents could work with each 
other with their schedule and pos-
sibly take other classes that they 
couldn't take before," Brock said. 
Michelle Fehsenfeld, a cultural 
studies major, said a parent support 
SRO: 
Management 
plans to evict 
students, cites 
new policy 
Continued from Front Page . 
Williams said he is staying 
with a friend. 
Mark Kelly, vii:e president of 
Student Affairs, and S haron 
Wilson-Taylor, dean of stu-
dents , are also providing 
Chambers some assistance by 
contacting the management 
team in order to find out w hen 
he can collect his belongings. 
"We are m;~king calls to the 
city on his liehalf. and calling 
from an '• institution versus 
Cordell calHlfg· as an individ-
ual," Wilsori;Taylor ~aid. "We 
are making people awi\re of [his 
situation] ~~~e here to pro-
vide suppptt to him." 
Despite the school's efforts to 
assist the students, more prob-
group at Columbia could really help 
students emotionally. Fehsenfeld 
has two kids, 5-year-old Anthony 
and 8-month-oJd.Qlivia. 
"If Columbia worked with the 
local daycare centers around cam-
pus it would help [students) a lot," 
Fehsenfeld said. "A lot of teachers 
and students don't understand 
what it takes to raise a child and go 
to class." 
Fehsenfeld, a child care-employ-
ee on the North Side, said average 
daycare for a toddler can cost 
around $180 a week. 
'!ems continue to amount. 
Chambers said he has been 
working on a music viqeo that 
should be done by the end of 
the sem este r. However, 
. because he has not been grant-
ed 'access to his apartment, he 
h·~(! i& miss out on applying for 
a school grant that would fund 
his video because he could not 
get the materials he needed to 
submit with the application. 
Although he is planning on 
moving to L .A. next semester 
as part of Columbia's semester -
in L.A. program, C hambers 
worries he won't be able to 
sh ip his be longings in t ime 
because he has no access to his 
uni t. 
Williams, a music business 
major, recorded tracks out of 
h is apartment and so ld them as 
h is only source of income . 
Without an apartment or access 
to any of IUs recording equip-
ment, Williams remains jobless. 
Joiner is now reaching the end 
of her month agreement at the 
Herman Crown Center, and will be 
left without a place to live if her 
apartment does not reopen soon. 
Unfortunately, the idea of child 
care would consume much revenue 
that Columbia's Early Childhood 
Department doesn't have. 
"Columbia itself doesn't have a 
daycare; our students do their field 
work outside of the school," said 
Carol Ann Stowe, director of the 
Early Chi ldhood Department. 
"Having a daycare center needs 
insurance, staff and location. The 
college really isn't in position to 
have a daycare." 
Although a daycare center 
might not be an option for 
" I just can't he lp but think 
that if those were expensive 
condos the management o r 
condo association would have 
Columbia, Carrington said other 
programs outside of school are 
available to help parents save 
money. For example, the CTA 
reimburses single parents, who 
fall under a certain income, $400 
at the end of the year. 
Michael Loeffler, director of 
the Transit Benefit Program for 
the CTA, said there are no provi-
sions for donating transit services. 
Loeffler said the Reduced Fare 
Program is onl y for Chicago 
school students, seniors and the 
disabled. 
treated people differently and 
talked to them differently," 
Joiner said. 
As of press time, the 6 18 S. 
7 
"While we do reimburse par-
ents, they have to show that they 
work and only make so much 
money," he said. "Our city alone 
has a resident population of many 
poor and disadvantaged persons 
for whom even the [$2.00) fare is 
difficult, [although) the fare itself 
only covers half of what a ride 
truly costs." 
Students interested in joining the 
club can e-mail Tiffany Carrington 
at co/umbia.parent@gmail.com. 
chronicle@colwn.edu 
Wabash Ave. bu ild ing had not 
reopened. 
jzimmerman@chroniclemail.com 
ic/e 
Construction workers continue to work on the inside of the 618 S. Wabash Ave. building after the Oct. 24 fire 
at 630 S. Wabash Ave. destroyed one of its walls. There is no estimate as to when the building will reopen. 
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Fees: 
Many students, 
fuculty confused 
by fee distribution 
Colllinued.from Front Page 
vo uld like more clarit o n the 
ubject too. 
' 'Courne fees M\'C n long history 
of being kind of not !r:n<;parent in 
the way they're applied." he said. 
Many faculty members said the 
pecitic use of course fees is 
•al!ue. a t best. This leaves a 
ha~ful of h igh-le,·el administra-
tion o ffictals wnh specific k no" l-
edge on where the money actual-
ly goes. and e'en they can ' t be 
precise. dollar for do llar. 
l>hchad DeSalle, ' ice pres• -
dent o f F inance and ch ie f finan-
cta.l officer. explatned that the 
college uses co urse fees to 
est11bhsh "d tfferenual pricmg." 
or a "'") to fatrly cha!J!e s tu-
dents. dependtng on what ktnds 
o f classes they take. 
Cerum students. hke film 
ITl3JO<'S. tnke more a pensl\·e class-
es and usc a gre:tter amount of 
lugb-pnced cqutpmc:nt than ocher 
l:t'laJOI'S.. Tlus results m havtng to 
pa) htgber course f~ and a more 
~,..., educabOn o•-cnll 
c~ fees don't go dutttl) 
tnto departmeniS' budgeiS. 
DeSalk ~td I ns1ead. they arc 
pooled mto one rnenuc bucket 
along "lth lUIIIOn Scpantd). 
department.s detemune thetr 
budgeu. ,.htch tnclude costs for 
cluscs. supphe:s. f.acull) ~l.mes 
and ocher npnne:s ~
then =•e the lnOflC) for then 
budgeU. •1toch comes from the 
f'<'\Cllt.e pool 
SofT~<, fen dut JtC U'lgnnjto 
cour10 ma> not ~h·~r· be 
requated tn the dcp~rtmcnt'• 
budget Thae nu• tea Jte d.,_ 
:nW.cd 10 ocher bud>:<"h tn the 
college OcS.alle ~Jd 
h 't ~ mouJh ((}( l'fOIC<_,. 
10 .. rnrl~ '" .. !11 ~ fC'C 10 ~ '"'"""' 
T~ mu•t ~loo req~>e't th<lt 
.amoum of motte) 111 lbe dcp.art· 
mcnW budtet 10 gu.ucn'C'C th<lt 
!hq Uri 'fiend II '"' \\hen 
tnmC l'fOfooQn ttquat COUI1C 
fCJC:J th.lJ :liC lie' eT a.o cd f<:lf Ill 
·be departmental bud~. thooc 
""'"' fn:o ,., lo fund Nlhet ;~ra• 
$450 00 
'$400 00 
l'/J 'IJ 
'\ 
I. ' 
., ./ 
of the college, DeSulle said. 
Since lhe college combines 
lhc course fees wit h tuition , 
DeSalle said it would be impos· 
s iblc to determine how a specif-
ic s tudent's dollars nrc being 
spent. Because no o ne knows 
where those particular dollars 
go. he said 11 wo uld be tricky to 
say ho w the course fees are 
spent on a course 's syllabus. 
"To cite each o f the specific 
kinds of services I think wou ld 
be difficull." he said. 
While some have complained 
abo ut the system, Columbia's 
use of course fees isn 't much 
different than other college s ' 
and uni veiSities ' . 
Loyola Umvei'Sity. for e.• amplc. 
also docs not apply course fees 
directly to a specific cl:J.«S. Lake 
Co lumbia. it uses a pool of money 
dispersed accordmg to the needs of 
the departments. satd John 
Pehssero. Loyola's V1Ce provost 
The umven;aty's course fees tend 
to s tay wathm the dcp:utme:nt. be 
said. but that asn' t al\\a)'S the case. 
" ll's h h tutlt on- we don'l 
necessaraly return 11 . tf you wall. 
to the departments thai are 
teachmg the most classes o r the 
most students." he sa ad. 
Some students at Loyola have 
asked the school to sunph fy the 
p roc..ss by ehmmaung the fees 
and stmpl) r.usmg the necessaf) 
money th rough tuttlon. he 53td 
Much hke at Columbta. that 
"'vuld not be fatt lo •tudenl< 
"'hose maJon a re lc:s< e \ pen<t\C 
lt..n others. he behe•es 
Some departmenl beads at 
Columbt.l. hke Bob l'lgJI, ct..11 of 
the Phocognrh~ Oep.utmcnt. 
beloc--.: counc: f~ "'Ofl .. en 
~If one pa111cul~r cia!< n«<b a 
lot o i npe:n<" c nuten~ls ~nd or 
,._,,.ICC'<. It "'ouldn 'I be f311 fl'f 
'<'me <ludell" to bc bcncltltnJ! 
tn<><C from IU!II(lO dollal' fr l"m 
other •tudcnt<.- Hull <.ud m an 
e·rrutl "The cQ\Ir..: fcc• mun 
th<lt .cudcnt• tn hiJ!h ·cC"l d~"<' 
C(>fltnl>ute ~ btt more th.1n <tu 
dent< •n '"'" ·cC"I d.a.«c~ " 
A number ui dcp~nmcnt• 
t..• e recogn11cd ""'" the..: add1 
llon.t~l fen add up. •nd tn turn 
t..•c Utnl I<> hCf' them cJo,.n a• 
much .. , fl<""blc 
~IIIT>C'O •ludcnh fpr~cl 
the) 'rc "'""''"II m l>t>o ttul """ 
hundred> r>f tlw>U....nd.• uf oluiM ·· 
<;~0() \ l .. t..el ' •etlcfm.ln, .11.111 pf 
the lc~"""' l~tfTI('t11 ··1 at ... 
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JONo - C..._ JuniOr 
AMI 
-
• 3 0 History of PhOtogrlphy 1: --- ACC -
00 1839· 1920 . 
- -
3.0 Stud6o r• 
-- - -
STE 
-
-
• 30 Chemistry of Photog,•l>hv 
--
... w .. 
- -
3.0 ~lmog;nQI 
--
... ACC .. 
• ~ . 
-
• .. _. 
• 3.0 PI>Otc>9'- In Olbqo -
- --
ACC · ... 
Total Hours 18.0 
Tulbon~~t• 
~~:: ourse '" Cour14FH ""'"'" Huftl't C«ncet 
~<9'S(tocron Oft 
-·-
60 00 
8 00 
7S OO 
95 00 
125 00 
.1000 
5000 
8000 
9,76.) 00 
--. 
Fld S..b St- Loa 
F-oiPt.US L.,... 
ISAC HoO Plus 
----· -- -
Actuol Aid Aw•ded 
- -
-
-
- -.._ e.o.nc.. c...._ ....__ .octiHI Aid c..n .. ..,......,.. ~~o~ont• 
000 · - - - - - - -Source: Colurnboa Course and Fee Statement 
Columboa students can find thew Course and Fee Statements 111 their OASIS account. It locals d their co1ege 
expercses. lrldudtng oourse fees and tuitiOn. 
<ec 11 "'-' tal l1lOOC) ll\11 of thctr 
rod ct.<. 50 "C U) IO be; thoul!httul 
;uld c~n-lul " 
11" "-C'"cr. nQn) " lucknt:J .uc: 
lulh M•Me t•f the lin.lnctal d1•· 
J"..lfiUC"~ bet\\ C'C'O 0\.JjPf' 
" I ~nn" (m> llUJI'r l co•t• alot 
nf m<>nc)." •.ud Oen Pnce. ~ 
JUnl<>l 111m m~J<'I. "h"h h.o< 
pmc t> f the h•l!h<•t Icc< an the 
•chool 'Ton<!dennw ho>" mu.;h 
•orne o l lhe C\jUipmcnl co<t<. I 
• hr•ultl h.l\ c It> II"'> lll<Jrc r 
I -en tho>ul!h nun) •.rnl the 
'h.rae• ~ten., unrc .. ..,n .. t>le. 
•tutlcnl• rcm~•n 1n the d.lr~ v• cr 
the u•c ''' lhc rnvnc . ••nl) hor 
1011 the ""h 1• .. ell •pent 
I •t.•u 't ,~n: .. bPut the fcc, , 
unlcu the) •II< If) tnl( tv '"''ndle 
u :· •a1d Jon Murulamt, a Juntor 
folm maJul' " I hu>e n~ver 
lhou~tht th.al I patti too muc h (111 
-.:uur"c Icc~)" 
!XSnlle <atd hos otlice could 
IKkl 10 t.<er~rlll $tlltcmcnl on ull 
course yll~b1 that wou ld rt:lld to 
the etTect ~>I " f h1s as to upron 
the thiTerenltoll rm:m~; l •uc and 
lriiW IU UJ'P"fl llll.,t ltctW'CI'S. 
'upphc. "" o cs " 
ll t>\\C \ ef, he <oltd nun) lllCUI· 
1 mcmt>cr mo~) nut undeN tnnd 
hn,. ••r " here the course fee tlO 
bn~u c the) ' re not d1 rcctl 
m•ohcd '" tth the procns 
" f hc) ' rc nut 1C11II) h,.;used 
un the b\r me•• ~.> I the ~~.>llcllc.'' 
he -w1d " I he ' re m1>re ft><:u ed 
l>ll lhc tn•trucht>n p«t .. 
Commg thts January, Sharon 
Bloyd-Pcshltsn. a faculty member 
m the Joumuhsm Ocpanmcnt. will 
teach a J-term cJa.ss wub a S25 
course fee. In the department's 
b\Kiaet. she rcqucs.ted S I 00 per 
students to help pay for oudio 
n:ctlfda that the tude:nts will be 
oblc to leep. But she wondered 
how that money would hoa•-e bttn 
spent l f she: had 001 IISkcd he-r 
de~ chair for it to ~ 
marlcd do~11 m their budget. 
" If I only put down the course 
fcc .. . ilnd nol tn the bud&et hoe. 
I don't ltno,. whml that morte) 
,.ould have g~ ... she 53td. 
JJU,.or.tkl u cltf'OIIrt'fr-lftUII fC).IOt 
Ultf/llll'f' u ltrorttdflftUI/ ('(lltl 
Course Fee Ranges for Departmental Courses 
Lowest Fie' 
• Hlg_h I F 
c:.ncu ,..,...__, 77. 2006 
Condoms: 
Extubit meets 
niixed reactions 
Contmued from Page J 
condoms and die toptc of Mfe tn 
-some people hKk and .. h .... 
per about ot. oChcn laugh or don't 
hke rl and say rt's 1fUIIII'1opnate 
and oChcn want to mcc1 me and 
IJd to know me." Jbc said ""There 
arc a loc of parents that look for 
me to thank me becawc ot wu 
throup m y art that thcy ' •e 
reached th<ar chrldrcn to talk 
about Klluahty " 
Rcnaulda Holt. a ~fac-y"s 
employee. saod sM met lkrtono last 
._.a wflal Jbc C111X m 10 shop 
and IOicl die cmplo)us .t.u die 
cWbct Holl Ald. &om lootq • 
the pecnns o( the drases on die 
fbu. ITWI)' pcopk ~·, C\"CC 
~II they ..-crc condoms and II10!5l 
piCS8Cd they wac t.l.loons 
'W"hm Holt doaded 10 V1S:rl ~ 
alulxt. *-"'.-8ltWllCd. 
how bcaubfvJ the .,..ns •-ue. and 
of they •'Cft maniiO be worn.. Jbc 
probably would sport one out on 
the town. The mcanma w got out 
of the cxlubrt - ""Safe sex lS 
bcautaful " 
1M show .,.,J/ ,., '" tlw Glau 
Cwrta111 Gall"} '" tit~ 1/04 
C nrtt'T If 04 S WahcuJI Avr . wrllf 
Jan 5. 1007 
~~----------------, 
SCrWier/The Chronicle 
From a dlsUinol!. artiSt Adriana Bertini's dresses appear to be made ct 
slit Up dole lfs deer her df'esses are made entirely of condoms. 
Group: 
Hispanic club 
leader said it' 
open to all races 
Conttnut>d {rom Pagl' 3 
H osp;anoc stU<knts a 'oocc: at 
Columbo"- to promote dl\'tt>tty 
and acellmcc: on the medra. co' c:r 
n=ts th;at affect the Launo com-
munoty; =te Qtttf'S and net· 
"'onrng opponunoues for stu<lenu 
and suppon <tudc:nt work on boch 
Enghsh and panosh languages. 
accordmg to Monoqoe Medona. 
IIJC's nc:wly elected prcsod<:nt 
" It's about tome.'' saod Ana 
Mana So to. dorector of latono 
Student Cultural AfTaus. "'ho as 
also assostong woth the proJect 
"Students need to JOin a profe · 
saonal organozatoon of they want 
to make theor dreams a reaht y. 
and the reahty os you need to 
net"'ork so "'hen you gradu.ote. 
you'll ha\C a JOb .. 
Medma also s aod s he felt there 
"as a lack of ll ospdnoc student 
o rgan11a1tons on campus 
" It 's been long merduc ," 
Medma saod .. f he m•Jont) of 
Latono s tudents no toce that there 
has b<en a gap .. 
The presodent saod the stu· 
dents· unoty and determonatoon 
eontn buted to thear o ne-hour 
accomphshrnents 
"The students are creative on 
thcar o "' n way. and e•crybody ·, 
odeas were no" on g ... Medona 
saod "It was great .. 
Letuna os also excoted about 
tM f<'fllUtH'n of ttl< lh "'"'' 
J,")Unuhns '\' Cl'lumt'tl.l 
-rhc pr<"<"-'< ''' lh,l"n•,·, o< 
lr'k:rc.uang '" n<'"' '\f\.l('tll\'\ .anJ 
mcm~rshop (on P"'f< t<•n•l 
.._~-.xoatooosJ h~lr• 1>, l«pon11 
(student<) up tl>-<btc "''th 
"'hat's hapJXnong on the ,·~r«r 
field.- lctUIII '~hi 
··Protc.!'<IOn;al .l\$lXI.llh'll'. 10 
gener.al. •rr '<f) u_,<ful. ~~u« 
the' help > ou "' get t<•l>< 
through nct\Oo Orlong .. 
:-.ancy Da) . chou o t the 
Joumahsm Department. dl<o 
encoulllges student partocop.otonn 
on professtonal a<Sll<'tatonn 
b«'au.sc mt'm~rs arc acn,mmo-
datong and helpful 
.. In most .lf(f(0C13IIOO<. \UU 
find JXOple who nrc '"llong to 
reach back and go« )OU a hdnd 
up,'' Day sn od 
Memb<rs hop on the ne\\ I) 
formed lhspanoc Joumah,t< u t 
Columboa w oll b< o~n "' .om· 
one. regardless of mce .• o~e '" 
gender 
"We need all of the help "e 
can get." Puente <.ml 
~1ost profcs~10n.ll ·'''oct~l ­
tlon" arc open tu nn)onc. C\Cil 
though they promote n~<·mbcr · 
~hap for a ~pccllll ~cndcr or 
racodl group 
Colu rnb oa ·, ducttor ol :\c"' • 
Reportmg and Wntong. <;u/annc 
Me Brode. os "'hote and .on .oct" e 
member on the NatolmJI 
As.ocoa toon of Ulac l 
Journalists. She \atd It " cnm· 
mo n to hold rnernbc"hop on \!II· 
wu~ a~socullwn~. mcludmg 
tho'e s~cofic to doflerent r.ocoa l 
and gender group< 
She nplaoned that one draw-
back for students '' th.ot member · 
shop fees can bt expcnsove. but 
9 
""~' J..: ,,, l.lth'n' ,,tlrt '1\h.knt 
r .. lt<" 
·· rh,, ,, "' ~ft" • .u ,, ,l\ ,,,r ... tu 
dtnt' h.' tn.\lC' ,.,,OIW'\.'t1'"'' th.1t 
m." h<' 'alu.a~lc ' <'·"' fh'tn 
r'k-'''··· \h. n n,tc ~"I .. , ,,u ".mt 
"' h.t'<' .h,,(',io ,,, r,, .... 'l~n(''\.\ll\"·, 
t'trJm. m t..'.\$(' ' ''" h.l\c .a "'~''' 
h\\J .UC U"\10~ ll' IT\C'.Jhh •• 
ll.UUC'U \l ,l)llnC\. ,\ J\11\hlf 
)llUfll.lh'm 11l.lll'1' .md prC''hlfnt 
''t th<' ~ "lumt>o.o (\•llq:•· 
, ,,,..,,·,~twn ,,, Hl.h. l 
Jll\lfO.&h\h, ,\ !olffC'll \\ 11h 
M•· llrHk II<' keh th.ot .ot1olo.l 
IHlU \\ 1th ,U\\ Jlhlff" lt..lf\.11 ·'"'' 
t:l.\t1\ll\ 'hll\lld """ "' llll fl<"ff f'-'1 
mg. 'lllh. nC'l\Hlr l m}: .md 
cthll·, 
''Our mcml'x-r-,hsp '' ''flC'Il h' 
unHttlC'.'' l~t lunc.•, "-"'-' " lli\C'f'lh 
'hnuld .l l'-'' he l ~h.ll'IC\1 tnlhl"-"11\}o! 
,m a._,,,M.~ I,III\ltl h\"C•IlL'C 11 hf\l.ldt' l1' 
)'UUr hurtlur\.' " 
len '\tr.liC" 'll, .1 f.h:ult ' 
memhrr Ill the Juurn.tJs,m 
lkp.ntnu:nt. hnlt..h ·'""'''c mcm 
bcr~h'Jl' m 'lC\ t.'r .11 prn fl'"Hm.ll 
n"tlCI.HU'"'· .md \ oUd p.u tu:1po1 
I lOll Jlftl\ uJr, the UJlJ'ilfl\11111"1 hl 
1\CI\HHl \\ 1t h UliiC'.I~\IC"' 
IJc<·au'c Strn/C\\ ,L,, lH.'rn,HHI.II 
I) \\lite' .ortol'lc< .ohmol hc.olth 
ra re '''"c'. he '' ,, mcmhl'l ' " 
the A'""'·""'" ol ll e.olth ('.ore 
Journall,t<. .ond •lthmo~th 
Str~11r"'~ ' '' •' male. he 1~ 111'u 11 
mcmhcr of the ""'x.:'~''""' u l 
\\'umcn tn J ouul.lh\ln 
"l he ~''"lt:hii iOil I\ not ol 
SOfOflty , I I \ .1 \U\'I.d gruup and .1 
great way to meet woth people 111 
m y fleltl ." he ,,oul " I don 't thoro~ 
JIIUrn.ol"" ' huuld be '0 ""ul.or . 
you \ hnultl know peopk 111 lut' 
o l field• .. 
thnmul4'11colllmt•du 
: ldYifti 6i ng IXICUi i YI .' 
: 166i6t1nt 1&1 1ditor : 
.' 116i6tln c1mpu1 1dit o r : 
: 11Si111n city 1d i t o r : 
: 161i1t1n comm1nt1ry 1 d i t o r : 
: cop y 1dito r : 
llfJ • .,Nution 11t Th Col11111bi• CltroniciB offiCBIIt 33 E CoogrBSS, SuitB 224 
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Commentary 
The Columbia Chronicle I November 27, 2006 
Give Hussein the firing squad 
1~~ji-~~~ Short ly after fulfill his wishes, his last wishes, after E being convicted leading his people through so much war 
for committing and brutal dictatorship? This is a difficult 
crimes against quest ion to answer. My reasons are three-
humanity, Saddam fold. §~~~i:;j~~~ Hussein walked Fi rst, he's a military man and he 
into a courtroom deserves a soldier's death. Second, an 
and urged his execution in this manner will suggest that 
By Brent Steven White countrymen to stop the court isn' t totally biased toward the 
Assistant A&E Editor the fighting that man because, again, he has asked to die 
has tom Iraq apart. this way, and denying this would be rein-
" I call upon all Iraqi s, Arabs and Kurds, forcing his argument of the court's bias. 
to forgive, reconcile and shake hands," he And finally, history will be written in a 
sa id earlier this month , noting that Jesus different way. We will remember Hussein 
Christ and the Prophet Mohammed as a failed soldier-a man who betrayed 
showed forgiveness to the ir enem ies. and raped his country and who received 
Hussein wasn ' t always this soft. what his fellow countrymen felt he 
The declaration from the fonner Iraqi deserved. Not as a common man who was 
dictator shocked many who have followed sentenced to die in the manner common 
his trial, as Hussein had remained defiant men and women are executed in his 
and difficult since it began. He constantly country. 
denounced the validity of the tria l, and Obviously, the topic of capital punish-
argued that the court was biased toward ment is a touchy one, no matter how evil 
him. Even when the judge announced that the convicted is. This commentary is not 
he had been found guilty, a trembling and Joshua Covarrubias/The Chronicle calling for the death of a man, and it 
v isibly shaken Hussein raised a single fin- one last breath; and the floor will give larly administered to military men in would be remiss in not noting that. 
ger in the air, verbally slammed the court way beneath him. He wi ll then hang until countries like Iraq. It seems fitting; it It's been established that I believe in 
and condemned Iraq 's "occupiers." dead, as his legs kick wi ldly and his body seems fair. capital punishment. But I also believe in 
And now Hussein wil l be sent to the awkward ly squirms. The fonner Iraqi dictator even request- mercy, and I think it's merciful to give 
gallows, pending his appeal in an appel- This is not how this man should be put ed last Ju ly, should he be found guilty of Hussein what he wants: a soldier's death. 
late court, which is unlikely to overturn to death. his crimes, that the newly created demo- Regardless of how Hussein's execution 
his conviction. When this happens, a date cratic Iraqi government carry out hi s exe- · w ill be administered, his death will likely 
for his death will be set. On that day, cution in this manner. instigate further bloodshed in the country, 
Hussein will -wake up and gei a final "Remember that I am a military man as Saddam loyalists will likely use his 
phone cal l. He wi ll receive a glass of and should be ki lled by fi ri ng squad and death as a catalyst to increase their reign 
water, say a short prayer and provide a not by hanging as a -common criminal," of terror. · 
statement about his life to the people Hussein said shortly after undertaking a And this is all the more reason to con-
overseeing his death. long hunger strike in protest of the trial sider granting this man a respectable 
Then, a few minutes later, a noose will and his captivity. death, a soldier's death, however evil we 
be placed around his neck. He will take But why should the new government may think him to be. 
Hy pothetica lly 
speaking, if O .J. 
Simpson wrote a 
hypothetical book 
about how he 
h ypothetical ly 
killed hi s ex-wife 
and her friend and 
By Steve YaCCino then hypothetical-
Assistant Campus Editor ly did a two-part 
interview for Fox 
News, my current di sdain for people who 
c rave attention would remain the same. I 
mean, Pari s Hi I ton won ' t let us forget 
she's a tramp and Tom Cruise feels it nec-
essary to constantly remind us he's insane, 
but just for trying to publish hi s book If I 
Did It , O.J. has officially jumped to 
become the No. I attention j unky in 
America today. 
l let out a breath of relief when l heard 
plan~ to publi•h the book were dropped 
Nov. 20 by Rupert Murdoch 's New' Corp. 
a fter nearly a week of criticism. Still , the 
very idea that it was almost •old in stores 
churn' my 'loma~h like'' fat lady making 
butter. 
(J.J . wa' ' UPP'"ed to appear on Fox 
New~ Nov. 27 and Nov. 2'J to ta lk about 
hi' new b()ok , which wa' rwnored to be 
hi' confe~s ion o f the I 'J'.I-1 murder of hi •• 
4 ' ., n 10' ~3t'!tm=~~ ~117.5~0 wiD buy 90 m'hu!;0!1'crui.S-
' , of-wedlock last • 1-' --at 6,000 feet in aJl:!odifiea 
· - · · ,.. year, · }l~in • ':...~. . • .J ' ·- · .~ !J!O. Jeff 
to The-Associated Press. About 4.1 milfl<ili IUeael of' t..llaiiQler, lie ps couples JOin. the 
babies were born last year, imd of those, Mile High Club with his "retro lounge j~ ctub" 
about 37 percent were born out of wed- to satisfY their romantic fantasies, according': to 
lock. IUegitimate children births have azcentrai.COOJ. To ensure. privacy, .. a tbiclt :amain 
been rising since die~ 1990s. ~ thepiloUi'om the~ 
Pulp-free O.J. 
ex-wife Nico le Brown Simpson and her 
friend Ronald Goldman. 
The book, which was scheduled to be 
released Nov. 30, would have been pub-
lished by Judith Regan of News Corp.-
owned ReganBooks, who received relenl-
iess flak from the media since she agreed 
to publicize O.J. 's testimony. 
In an e ight-page statement re leased 
Nov. 17, Regan said O.J . came to her with 
the offer and she accepted because she 
wanted the confession for her "own se lf-
ish reasons." Regan said she had been a 
victim of domestic violence and wanted 
proof that the "consequences of pain and 
suffering will ultimately be brought upon 
its perpetrators." 
Regan said she did not pay O.J ., but 
con tracted the book through a third party 
who owns the rights and promised to give 
the money w O.J. 's chi ldren . 
"What l wanted was c losure, not 
money," she sa id . " I took on this project 
with the be lief that his life must he a coli-
slant torture , a kind or he ll." 
flut it's dif'licu lt to find the benefit in 
.~uch a book. Say O .J. would have shown 
remorse, say he broke down and begged 
for filfgivene~s . Wou ld that change any-
thing '! If hi s intent io11s were to show his 
grie f, to apo logize to the world , to offer up 
some sort of penitence, then at least have 
the nerve to come out and say it instead of 
hiding behind immature hypothetical lan-
guage. 
Besides, thanks to the 1999 Tommy Lee 
Jones and Ashley Judd blockbuster, we're 
all familiar with the idea of double jeop-
ardy. And while some men and women are 
continually imprisoned for crimes they 
didn't commit, struggling to get noticed 
while they spend years fighting the legal 
uphi ll batt le of appeals, O.J. continues to 
claim front pages across the." nation . 
According to a Northwestern University 
School of Law report, 340 inmates were 
exonerated from death row in America 
between 1989 and 2003. Meanwhi le, 
2,600 people have been sentenced to death 
row and 827 have been executed since 
O .J .'s acquittal in 1995, according to a 
2006 Death Penalty lnfonnation Center 
report. 
Yet O.J . would have made millions of 
dollars off soap-opera addicts and se lf-
proclaimed psychoanalysts dy ing to enter 
the mind of a narcissisti c soc iopath. 
What's more disturbing is the sympathy 
he might have attracted from his renders. 
I' m ttul sure what 's worse, O.J . writing n 
hook that g lorifies the slaying or hi s ex-
wife "'"' mocks our j udidal system. or 
one that remorsefully confesses his crime 
through the anguished guilt of a torment-
ed soul. Do we really want this man win-
ning the hearts of thousands of 
Americans? I think we have more impor-
tant matters to attend to before O.J. gets 
the spotlight again. 
But no worries, O.J .- I'm sure there's 
still hope for If I Did It the Playstation 3 
game, rated M for excessive violence. Or 
the 2008 horror flick, I Know What You 
Did Last Summer, If You Did ft. 
Though his next move is unc lear, one 
thing is certain: O .J . refuses to be old 
news. As long we keep forgetting about 
him, he' ll find new and c lever ways to 
make us wonder if he, in fact, did it. 
It 's like when you were little and your 
dad pulled a coin out of your ear. You 
asked him how he did it and he said, 
"magic." But you knew better. You asked 
him again and again and every time with 
joy in your growing frustration he'd say, 
" magic." But ns soon us you flas hed him 
n patroniz ing smile, ns soon ns you 
stopped caring, he'd peak his hend around 
the corner or your bedroom. "So ... you 
want to know how I did it?" 
Then ngnin. I'm probnbly wnsting my 
time by nsk ing O .J. to show 11 little more 
dignity. 
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Editorials 
'Tis the season to be violent 
H oliday shopping used to be safe. Get a cart and stalk various 
departments looking for the 
perfect gift: toenail clippers 
for grandpa, perfume for him 
or her, radio control cars for 
the kids, along with a new 
Playstation 3. 
This year there is a darker 
and seedier side to shopping. 
Robberies, beatings, stab-
bings-a lot of pushing and 
shoving- all in response to 
the U.S. Playstation 3 launch 
on Nov. 17: It can only mean 
Christmas is getting a violent 
overhaul. 
A man in Putnam, Conn., 
was shot but not killed while 
waiting in line because appar-
ently two armed thugs figured 
someone must have the $500 
to $600 in cash needed to get 
a Playstation 3. Authorities 
said the man ·resisted the rob-
bers' demands and was shot in 
the chest and shoulder. 
. Elsewhere in the country, a 
near riot broke out in North 
Fresno, Calif., before the 
launch. Further, there was a 
stabbing incident in Indiana, 
along with a string of PS3-
related robberies throughout 
the country. Apparently, the 
people who received Tickle-
Me-Ebno for Christmas years 
ago grew up and are now 
thirsty for blood. 
But what's with all the vio-
lence? In previous years, 
whenever a new system was 
released, people camped out 
as usual without anyone get- like opium, just like drugs and 
ting hurt. This says something alcohol." 
about violent games doesn 't However, the Nintendo Wii 
it?' Look at what we fight for. launch was ·like a civilized 
Playstation 3? Nintendo Wii? . , peace rally. No fighting, peo-
Have we reached that point as •pie smiling, soccer moms 
a society when supply and showing thumbs up. That's 
demand has adults fighting because compared to the PS3, 
and bribing for toys? Who Nintendo has always had a 
said "Grand Theft Auto 3" family friendly image. And it 
didn' t teach us anything. also had enough units to sell. 
Every holiday season We have finally reached 
brings a new hot item that that low point in the new gen-
Americans must have. It does- eration of video game systems 
n't matter what it costs, it that people are willing to kill 
doesn't matter that people will in order to get it or sell it. New 
take off work, and it doesn't technology hits the market 
matter if tents and barbecue and people go ga-ga. 
grills will be necessary tools Video games used to be a 
in front of a Wal-Mart. This hobby. Now they are a 
year, Playstation 3 is on the lifestyle. Tournaments, live 
hot list. But the reason for one-on-one game play as well 
such chaos is its inherent as long beer-filled binges of 
money-making potential and playing "Fight Night," give 
low supply. new meaning to gaming. Are 
On eBay, PS3s. sold for we losing control with tech-
double or more·the sale price. nology? Or is the frenzied 
However, let's not blame holiday shopping atmosph·ere 
Sony. It is just providing for to blame? 
their minions. err, video- The holidays have . turned 
game enthusiasts, mostly in into an open hunting season. 
their 30s, who, according to . Big smiles and loud cheerful 
statistical averages, have been music in commercials are 
playing video games for near- preying on feelings of nostal-
·Jy a decade. Those people gia. Commercials these days 
- are hooked and ap parent- say that this is a time of"giv-
'ly vio lent. ing." No, this is a time to 
Fox 's Bill O'Reilly, in spend actual time with fami-
response to the mayhem of the ly--{)periing gifts, recycling 
launch of PS3, said on his and making sure there is a 
"Radio Factor" show that receipt. It's not a time of"tak-
some people can deal with ing" from the average Joe and 
PS3 constructively, "but other luring him to buy this and 
people get addicted tq it, just that. 
Please e lear up course fees 
Columbia course fees are confusing. The confusion stems from 
not 19lowing what course fees 
are actually used for and if 
that money goes into individ-
ual classes. 
Every semester we use 
OASIS to register for classes, 
accept fmancial responsibility 
· and pay course fees along 
with tuition. A common mis-
conception is that course fees 
apply directly to students' 
classes. But now, the Student 
Government Association is 
worried about them. 
According to a Student 
Census Report released in 
September, most students 
don 't know where and what 
course fees are going toward. 
In fact, 81 percent of those 
polled said they have no clue 
as to where the money is 
going or they disapprove of 
what their money is being 
used for. 
Students have the right to 
be concerned. Course fees 
seem to be a back door to get 
extra money out of students' 
pock~ts in addition to tuition. 
And that is unacceptable. 
Michael DeSa ll e , 
.Columbia's vice president of 
Finance and Chief Financial 
Officer said Columbia uses 
courses fees to charge stu-
dents for expenses based on 
the classes they enroll in. A 
film major, for example, will 
pay more than a journalism or 
an English major because of 
the expensive equipment nec-
essary to succeed in class. But 
why are student course fees 
not direct ly tied to their 
classes? 
Course fees are thrown into 
a pool of money and not 
directly into individual 
department budgets. This 
means that in the long run a 
student who pays his course 
fees for, say, English, can be 
subsidizing photography 
courses, for example. The 
reason for this is if a professor 
assigns a course fee but does-
n't request it from a depart-
ment budget, then that money 
goes to fund other areas of the 
college according to DeSalle. 
However, DeSalle said he 
can put a line on all course 
sy llabi which explains the 
money is used to support 
guest lectures, supplies, serv-
ices and etc. This is exactly 
what should happen. 
Columbia should c learly 
state how that money is used 
and for what. Spell it out for 
us. But this, begs the ques-
tion: Then what is our tuition 
used for? Granted, this pr0b-
lem can be e liminated if 
course fees were implement-
ed into tuition, but that 
wouldn 't be fair for all stu-
dents. Students shouldn' t pay 
for classes they are not taking. 
Rather, the course fees are 
based on what students need 
from their majors. DeSalle 
said it would be difficult to 
"cite each of the specific 
kinds of services" each 
department provides and that 
he couldn't know wh~re a stu-
dent's specific dollars go. 
Generally, the money goes 
into a revenue bucket and 
then into other departments 
DeSalle said. But Columbia is 
not the only school that deals 
with course fees. Loyola 
University also doesn 't apply 
course fees to speci fic classes. 
It uses a pool of money 
according to the needs of 
departments, according to 
John Pelissero, Loyola's vice 
provost. 
However, we think students 
should know where that 
money goes. While Columbia 
is not necessarily robbing 
anyone, it is the administra-
. lion's responsibility to make 
it clearer to students about 
where their course fees are 
going. 
The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced pub· 
lication of Columbia College Chicago and does not . 
necessarily represent, in whole or in part, the views 
Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial 
Board of The Columbia Chronicle. 
Columns are the opinions of the author(s). 
of college administrators, 
faculty or studen~. 
All text. photos and graphics are the 
P<operty of The Columbia Chronicle and may not 
be reproduced or published without 
written permission. 
Views expressed in this publication are those of 
the wr~er and are not the opinions of The Columbia 
Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or 
Columbia College Chicago. 
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band on the bill that 
night, and these were its 
fans: an awkward 
assortment of non-func-
tional belts and ugly 
hats , greasy blonde-
streaked hair and girl 
pants. And pimples. 
Everywhere I looked: 
pimples. As if each kid 
went home at night and 
rubbed chicken fat all 
over his face till it 
have fun by dropping $5 to drink out.~ .... ACKASS OF THE. WEEK 
of a plastic cup, but I just don't roll .. ~j··················· that way. I need strai'ght bourbon • 
whiskey,. about six ounces of the 
stuff, and I need it at my own discre-
tion. I need to be able to suck it down 
right ' after a really good song and 
throw it around while I cheer and let 
some spill out into the hair of those 
around me. It's cathartic, or some-
thing. 
Dear Metro, 
You guys have had this coming for 
a long, long time. It's just been one 
thing after another. But when you 
release your concert sewage and let it 
trickle into my local Taco Bell- then 
I've had enough. 
The other night, I waited for a 
friend in line at the Taco Bell a few 
blocks from my home. This is a trust-
ed establishment for me; I don ' t go 
there often, but when I need a late-
night fix , I always know it ' ll be open. 
So I stood there in line, thinking 
about a Grilled Stuft Burrito to settle 
my stomach before I drowned the 
thing in pale ale. 
That's when the flood hit . As soon 
as I stepped up to the counter, this 
wave of youngsters poured through 
the door. Loud, obnoxious, stumbling 
and squeaking through puberty like 
child stars -past their primes. I damn 
near panicked as they surrounded me 
on all sides. 
I turned around to check out the 
scene- a more appropriate word 
doesn't exist. I counted at least five 
identical Forgive Durden T-shirts , 
and that's when I knew the source of 
the crowd. A show at The Metro just 
let out and excreted its filth into the 
surrounding restaurants. Forgive 
Durden, I reasoned, must have been a 
dripped and shined like 
a body builder slathered 
with coconut oil. 
Needless" to say, the 
experience ruined my dinner, and I 
blame you, Metro. But this isn 'I the 
first time you ' ve killed my night. 
About a month ago, I stood in a 
crowd in your grand ballroom , a 
venue I used to really like, and waved 
my flask of whiskey around like 
some sort of little metal flag. I guess 
the shine caught the glimpse of one 
of your goons, a fat ass with far too 
many lip piercings. The next thing I 
knew, I was dragged out of the crowd 
and thrown onto the sidewalk- sans 
flask. 
Let me tell you a thing or two about 
that little stainless stee l wonder-
l've had it for years. I take it out with 
me all the time, when I don't want to 
drink cheap keg beer or throw away 
my meager funds on $6.50 shots. It 
was among my top five most useful 
possessions, and I include in that list 
all major credit cards, clothing and 
means of transportation. How else am 
I supposed to have a drink on my own 
dollar, whenever and wherever I want 
one? 
I know, I know; it 's strictly against 
the rules to bring your own liquor in 
to any place that serves their own 
supply. But isn't your top priority 
supposed to be that I have a good 
time? Maybe most of the crowd can 
I have a fantasy 
but what is it? 
fascinates me- for the 
most part. Of course 
there are some people I 
don't need to know 
that much about, like 
relatives or much older 
men. But there's some-
thing about seeing 
someone in their 
~veryday social man-
ner and realizing that 
deep down inside they 
want to either be con-
tro lled or be the con-
troller in the bed. 
My roommate's 
friend told him that 
one of her fantas ies is 
to be in an orgy. I' m 
not sure if it's the mix-
As my co-worker wrote last week, 
sometimes people just need a good 
punch in the face or a twist of the nip-
ple to get the job done when it comes 
to sex. Or as some of my other 
friends have told me, a little bite on 
the arm or a pinch of skin during the 
big 0 moment is what drives them up 
the wall to Pleasuretown. 
Either way, most people know 
what makes sex fun for them. And I 
love hearing about it ; I love when 
people talk about sex and their fan-
tasies because what gets people off 
ture of all that skin and sweat or the 
random ·hands com ing out of 
nowhere, but she is enticed by the 
idea of a sexual experience with mul-
tiple people. I don't get the appeal of 
that. I have enough things I want to 
accomplish with one person, let alone 
five others. Plus, I really don't want a 
bunch of hands a ll over me. 
Or at least, I don't think I do. I 
think I like hearing other people's 
fantasies because I' m not really sure 
what mine is. I know I love a liule bit 
of roughness because weak sex is 
This isn't about the flask rule 
though-no venue lets me have my 
flask, and I'm OK with it. The prob-
lem here is how goddamned preoccu-
pied your goons must have been to 
spot me drinking and kick me out. I 
used to take the flask to ever)' con-
cert, and no one ever had a problem 
with it. But you litter your venue with 
ugly bouncers who make it a point to 
enforce the pettiest little rule, and be 
assholes about it in the process. 
Smells like fascism to me. 
So, Metro, I've had enough of you. 
I don 'I care what you did for the 
Chicago music scene; you're certain-
ly not doing it anymore. I've seen the 
crowd that frequents your shows. 
They disgusted me at Taco Bell, then 
got back in their parents' Benzes and 
drove back to Lake Forest. 
And that is where you should fol-
low them to. You 'd be good outihere. 
You can lay down the iron fist on 
alcohol consumption; the PTA would 
commend you for it. But I'm sick of 
having you in my neighborhood. I' II 
take Schuba 's or the Empty Bottle 
any day. As for you? I hear the sub-
urbs are in desperate need of a good 
all-ages venue with a hundred fat, 
ugly babysitters on staff to watch the 
children play. 
Lots of love, 
Mark 
mbyrne@chroniclemail. com 
gross. It's like shaking hands with an 
eel. I also like a little bit of domi-
nance- nothing like being tied to a 
wall with a gag in my mouth and a 
whip coming at me, but the role of 
me or the other person taking charge 
as things get heavy. 
Other than that, though, I'm not 
sure. I fee l like I 'm all talk when it 
comes to sex and may even be con-
s idered somewhat shy or prude when 
it comes to the actual act. My friends 
take charge, and therefore I get to 
live vicarious ly through them. One o f 
my friends has a b ite mark on her 
arm? That sounds hot; maybe I'd like 
that. Another one enjoys ro le-play 
games before doing the nasty? Eh, 
doesn't really sound like my style, 
but mad props to them for g iving it a 
shot. 
Maybe I'm scared to find out what 
I enjoy in the sack, but considering 
how much I love sex, it's worth a 
shot to try some new things. I only 
get to live once, might as well grab 
that vibrating condom or warming 
lube or go for that bite. Maybe then I 
won't have to live vicariously 
through my more adventurous 
friends. 
tbreyne@chroniclemail.com 
Ratings Guide 
So, Is that movie 
worth watching? 
That CD worth 
Mark Byrne - mbyrne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8969 
Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971 
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buying? Count 
the hearts In 
each review and 
use this handy 
chart to find out. 
Everybody likes "Seinfeld." We like the way Jerry 
fmds hilarity in the most mundane topics-like the 
height of a button on a dress shirt-and the way 
George is consistently awkward with women, his 
parents and himself. We also liked the way Kramer 
would fly through the door and say something com-
pletely out of left field. 
It looks like actor Michael Richards is still doing 
that, but it's not so funny this time. No, we're not 
laughing....:..no.one is. 
Last week, Richards flew into a blazing rage in the 
face of hecklers while performing a stand up routine 
in Los Angeles. Richards exploded in hatred, and-
as can be seen on a crude cell .phone videO-,..tossed 
around theN-word like an uneducated redneek. '" . 
Yes, using that word was "uncalled for" as an audi-
ence member repeatedly told him. But the truly trou-
blesome bit was delivered in more acceptable words. 
"Fifty years ago we'd have you upside down with 
a fucking fork up your ass," Richards sai~, ~ireeted _at 
black men on a balcony. "You can talk, you can~· " 
you're brave now motherfucker!"· • 
Brave now, huh? What were you trying to say? 
They weren't brave before?· The entire black commu-
nity in America was never brave? We're sure you had 
a real hard time growing up in California as a white 
man. That must have been the absolute pinnacle of 
oppression. 
If there was any clear moment in the diatribe dur-
ing which we realized it _wasn't some act; that iine 
was it. It's not unheard of to say the N-word, · 
Richards, but you took things to a much higher level 
than mere semantics. People were still laughing 
while you called those guys theN-word. But to attack 
the whole race in such a personal marmer? That 
makes us mad. 
This entire thing happened only months after Mel 
Gibson's drunken criticism. of Jews, but we're not trying 
to draw a trend out of those two incidents. No, we don't 
think all of Hollywood is like that. It's jlist something 
Mel said when be was drunk-and something you said 
when you were perfectly sober. On stage. In front of a 
large audience. While being recorded 
Damn it, Richards, you jac"ass. You could have 
been great. You're on posters everywhere, all crazy-
haired, hands fol~ed, looking both disheveled and 
intellectual. You were a part of one of the funniest 
shows ever, and that's what you could .have been 
immortalized for. At this point, you can only pray for 
that kind of one-hit-wonder fame. 
"It shocks you what lays buried," R\chards ·mum· 
bled, at a calm during his tirade. . 
Yeah, Richards, it shocked us too, what was buried 
beneath Kramer. 
- M Byrne 
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Mission of Burma: Their music puts 
that look in my eye and a sick smile on 
my face. It makes me want to bash my 
head in with an aluminum bat ... it's 
that good. Check them out- noth ing 
more, nothing less. li is about time they 
get the credit they deserve. 
Buy Nothing Day: Here's a challenge: 
do not spend any money for one fu ll 
day. Sounds easy enough, right? Well, 
try it on the nat ional consuming day 
after Thanksgiving, and we' II see how 
easy it really is. Beware, it j ust might 
tum you into a socialist. 
Offensive la nguage: It is the next fron-
tier of creative expression and my 
cohorts and I at the newspaper are help-
ing to set new lim its for what is deemed 
offensive. Next time, instead of saying 
hello to someone in the morn ing, tell 
them to screw off and flip them the 
bird. Get artistic with it. 
Displeasure: People always bitch about 
the cold or stress or homework, but 
without them, what would people have 
to be happy about? There are two sides 
to everything in life and without feeling 
shitty, no one would ever fee l good. 
Here's to displeasure! 
Art: An is what a llows people to do 
anything they please. It is the reason 
I 'm allow,ed !O be as vulgar as I am, 
just as long as it is in the guise of artis-
tic expression. 
l!t, 
Allison 
Riggio 
T hanksgiving : Food and. family- what 
more could you ask for? OK, booze 
too. Not to mention that s ince I' m the 
only struggling co llege-student left in 
my family, I got fi rst dibs on taking 
home all the delic ious leftovers. 
Thanks, pilgrims and Ind ians. My belly 
owes ya. 
Winter break: It's a mere three weeks 
away, yet it seems I have years' worth 
of work to do until then. What a tease. 
This semester has been quite possibly 
the longest of my life, and I can 't wait 
for it to be over. No offense, teachers. 
It's not you; it's me. 
Salsa: The forgotten condiment. I think 
I actually eat salsa every day. I' m not 
sure when or why this delic ious habit of 
mine started, but I'm pretty content 
with it. Especially since my parents 
bought me the economy-sized jug of 
salsa at a bulk grocery store, so I' m 
pretty much stocked with the stuff for 
months. 
Desk mates a t The C hronicle: If it 
weren' t for James and Jim sitt ing on 
either side of me at work, I might never 
learn to appreciate cleanliness and per-
sonal space. Sometimes I worry th.ose 
boys will go missing under piles of old 
newspapers and coffee cups. At least 
I' ll know the first place to look for 
them .... 
T he Disney Channel: Yeah, that's 
right. I' m not afraid to admit that I 
indu lge in the quality programming this 
station gears toward j unior-high-age 
kiddies. So I live in the past. Deal with 
it. "Phil of the Future" rocks. 
Eric 
Kasang 
Metaphor ical monkey: I got a monkey 
on my back, and the little jerk is called 
stress. And Bobo the Stress Monkey isn't 
releasing his simian grip anytime soon. 
Party OJ: There's no greater honor-
short of commandeering the gala's booze 
selection-than being asked to play 
"party OJ" I got the word to bring some 
tunes for a Nov. 18 birthday party in the 
'burbs. Among the tasty selections: 
Jimmy Smith's "The Sermon" and St. 
Jermain 's "Tourist." 
Being usurped as Party OJ: Much like 
Frankenstein 's monster destroying his 
creator, I too found a OJ selection too 
powe~l to shut off for several hours. I 
discovered an all-'80s music station 
whi le channel-surfing among various 
·cable music selections. And it was such a 
hit, I couldn't control the Madonna and 
Culture Club-friendly beast. Curse my 
groovy musical tastes. 
Garcia's Restaurant: Ask around and 
most people have their idea of the ;'best 
Mexican restaurant." Well, those people 
are wrong. (Well, except the ones who 
agree with me.) Garcia's Restaurant, 
1758 W. Lawrence Ave., serves up many 
types of delicious fares that are mod~r­
ately priced. As for the margaritas? For 
$5, trust me, those suckers are strong. 
And don 'I forget to say hi to the bar-
\ender/waitress Maria. 
Ober-crappy: I didn't think it got any 
worse when Patrick Swayze crooned 
"She's Like the Wind" for the Dirty 
Dancing soundtrack in 1987. Apparently, 
I was wrong. I recently heard a rap 
remake on B-96, and yes, it's that bad. 
Chicago is an interesting city in that at any given time there is something photogenic going on within walking distance. 1 hap-
pened to find this crew of break-dancers, who were hired to perform as a promotion for the BET hip-hop awards, while walk-
ing down south Wabash Avenue one afternoon. Unexpected events like this are all over the city. 1 often find the most inter-
• esting subjects simply by accident. Photographs such as this exemplify exactly what I love about city life- the out-of-the-ordi-
nary events that become part of daily life. 
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A mon wifh o Plonypus 
Chicago-based website wants to help you make p/qns 
By Marl< Byme/ A&E Editor 
A little link recently showed up 
at the bottom of events listed on 
Gapers Block, a Chicago-centric 
news website. "Make plans on 
Planypus," the link suggests. 
Van Pritzker hopes a lot of peo-
ple will take him up on that. 
Pritzker, a 24 year-old 
University of Illinois graduate, 
launched Planypus, planyp.us, 
with the help of four friends on 
Nov. 6, and has already linked 
with Gapers Block to spread the 
word. 
Planypus, though still under 
development, allows friends to 
organize events in a fully demo-
cratic manner. One person can 
create an event with vague 
perimeters, and everyone invited 
can then vote on dates, times and 
locations in order to narrow it 
down. The end product is an 
event that works out for the 
majority of those involved, with-
out the hassle. 
"We were trying to solve our 
own problem," Pritzker said. "We 
wanted to go out on Fridays and 
have dinner or whatever. But now 
that we're at work, it 's really 
complicated to set something like 
that up. I'm not going to sit there 
and call I 0 people." 
set the site up, and it was online 
in November. All the while, each 
of five people involved split their 
time between Planypus and full-
time jobs. Even now, develop-
ment and marketing must play 
second fiddle to real , paying 
careers. Pritzker works full time 
for a web start up company; but 
he said his job is giving him time 
to work on Planypus. 
"We have a very limited capa-
bility in sales because of our team 
size," Pritzker said. "Being part 
time is tough, but it causes us to 
be a lot more focused on what 
we're doing." 
The main competitors in 
Planypus' market, according to 
Pritzker, are Evite.com and 
Renkoo.com. Though Renkoo is 
still in beta testing and hasn' t 
officially launched, Pritzker said 
it 'is based in Silicon Valley, 
Calif., the promised land of the 
dot-com industry, and probably 
has much ·more funding avail-
able. 
Evite, however, has already 
become established and is well 
beyond the hurdles that startup 
sites like Renkoo and Planypus 
are facing. 
However, the story of Evite, as 
told by manager of public rela-
tions Heather Soule, was fairly 
trouble-free. 
liked it, and they used it." 
Evite was founded in 1998 as a 
project for two computer science 
students at Stanford University. 
The site didn 't gain much popu-
larity until Etour.com used Evite 
to plan a large event in San 
Francisco. Instantly, Soule said, 
thousands of people became 
aware of what Evite could offer. 
"In the next few years, Etour 
went under, and Evite is now 
sending out 125 million invita-
tions a year," Soule said. 
Planypus can only pray for 
such success, but they are making 
progress by connecting to event 
news sites like Gapers Block. 
Marketing for sites such as 
Planypus and Evite is rela-
tively simple because they 
can rely on other sites to 
do the promotion, assum-
ing, that is, that other sites 
agree to place a link on their 
pages. The small offer at the 
bottom of the events on Gapers 
Block was a crucial step for 
Planypus, and it is already 
noticeable in the numbers: 
Pritzker said that Planypus has 
nearly I ,000 registered users. 
~lock,-which gives peo-
plea reason to make plans." 
Pritzker met the editor of 
Gapers Block at Freshwater Live, 
a recent meeting in Chicago for 
web entrepreneurs. They spoke, 
and within two weeks Gapers 
Block incorporated Planypus into 
the calendar of events. 
Pritzker said he also contacted 
a lot of local newspapers and 
magazines, including Time Out 
Chicago, The.Reader and upcom-
ing.org. 
"We 're trying to hit all the 
angles we can," Pritzker said, 
though so far only Gapers Block 
has signed on. 
Soule said that much of Evite's 
success had to do with word-of-
mouth, though the size of its staff 
also might have helped. 
"Even now, we're only 30 peo-
ple," Soule said. "They didn't 
overexert themselves. They 
stayed small." 
Soule also said-and Pritzker 
agreed-that in order to be suc-
cessful, a Web company must 
constantly upgrade and adapt to 
its users' needs. 
"There's always room for com-
petition," Soule said. "But we'd 
always like to be the best, and 
that's why every three months we 
put out new products." 
Pritzker said he's learned a lot 
from the feedback e-mails he 
receives, which led to everything 
from a search feature to integra-
tion with the calendar and e-mail 
tool Microsoft Outlook. 
"People constantly were 
bugging us about getting it 
integrated with Outlook," 
Pritzker said. "So we were like, 
'all righi, there you go.' We' re 
trying to keep everybody happy." 
Courtesy of Yan Prttzker 
~ 
Pritzker and his buddies started 
contemplating the site in August 
2005, but it wasn't until January 
2006 that things started to take 
off. By September 2006, they'd 
"There was no dot-com sob 
story," Soule said. "People just 
"It's pretty good, but the catch 
is that not all of these people are 
active users right now," Pritzker 
said. "They don 't actually have 
plans going on. I think that will 
be the case until we have better 
integration with things like 
This pensive platypus is t he logo for Planyp.us, a website that 
helps friends coordinate events. 
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fingerprints 
foshion ort 
Danish artist creates 'Signs for Peace' 
By Brent Steven White/Assistant A&E Editor 
Next to a window looking out on 
Garfie ld Park Lagoon hangs a large canvas. 
The canvas bears a large, colorful finger· 
print that's expanded to tit the composition. 
The fingerprint is Albert Einstein 's. 
A biography of Einstein rests on a plaque 
next to the painting, and begins with a 
quote from the famous scientist: " Peace 
cannot be kept by force; it can only be 
achieved by understanding." 
Chicago's Peace M useum, 100 N. 
Central Park Ave., aims to ful fi ll Einstein's 
famous decree by hosting "Signs for 
Peace," an art exhibit that features paintings 
fashioned with the fingerprints of famous 
peace activists. 
Sixteen paintings, all created by Danish 
artist Claus Miller, present a distinctive 
glimpse into the lives o f political leaders, 
famous artists and, like Einstein, Nobel 
Prize winners. Fingerprints from Che 
Guevara, Malcolm X, John F. Kennedy, 
Joan Baez and the 14th Dalai Lama, among 
others, are featured in the paintings. 
Miller, a former ad agency director, said 
he collected the fingerprints either by writ-
ing to the person and requesting a print, 
obtaining them through public records or 
by using the Internet. 
"My idea for the paintings was to take 
these people's prints and te ll their stories 
visually," Miller said. "A fingerprint is 
merely a symbol that defines our identi-
ties." .. 
Miller developed the idea for the project 
after receiving John Lennon's fingerprint 
from a friend. Originally, he said, his idea 
was to take a fingerprint from a child in 
need, place it next to Lennon's and create a 
piece of art. 
But the project gained momentum in 
2004 when Miller attend the Fifth Summit 
of Nobel Peace Laureates in Rome, and 
many people, including the mayor of 
Rome, encouraged him to expand it. The 
city of Rome then began funding his proj-
ect, Miller said. 
After the summit, it took Miller a year to 
obtain the fingerprints he needed and create 
the paintings. 
"Some took a few days to complete, and 
some took months," he said. 
One compos ition features the fingerprint 
of Joseph Rotblat, a scientist and Nobel 
Prize w inner who worked on the 
Manhattan Project. Rotblat's enlarged fm-
gerprint circulates in the center of the com-
pos ition, which is a collage of yellow, red 
and orange with a small section of blue in 
one comer. At first glance, the piece 
appears to be an abstract collage of colors, 
but a c loser examination reveals a circulat-
ing outline of Rotblat's print. 
"Joseph Rotblat was so full of life when 
I met him," Miller said. "1 enjoyed working 
on this piece the most.'' 
Lindsay Woge, programming director for 
the Peace Museum said "Signs for Peace" 
is an exceptional exhibit for the museum. 
" In the past we 've focused more on pho-
tographic exhibitions," Woge said. "This 
exhibit is more conceptual." 
Museum director Melissa McGuire 
noted that despit~ the exhibit's more con-
ceptual nature, younger viewers won' t have 
a hard time absorbing the message behind 
it. 
"A 3-year-o ld could understand [the 
art]," McGuire said . "I think it's just a beau-
tiful exhibit, and people will get an educa-
tion in history and think of what they can 
contribute." 
Before creating the paintings, Miller said 
he researched his subjects extens ively. 
Acquiring as information about the person 
was essential in knowing what d irection to 
take w ith the composition, he said. 
' 'The creative process was to collect as 
much material as possible and make one 
sign of them," Miller said. "Often, I used 
quotes from the person as the main source 
of inspiration." 
some of the people Miller commissioned 
for fingerprints requested that the painting 
take a s pecific direction . Mille r said 
Luciano Pavarotti, the famous opera singer 
and current United Nations Ambassador of 
Peace, asked him to use green and yellow 
in the painting. 
Before "Signs for Peace" ends on Feb. 
28, Miller said he hopes his work w ill 
simultaneously inspire people and educate 
them about important peace activists fea-
tured in his work. 
"This exhibition will not stop the war," 
Miller said. "But I think it will inspire and 
educate ,people." 
McGuire agreed saying the exhibit is 
educational, while noting the importance of 
exhibits like "Signs for Peace." 
"Maybe if a ll the world leaders had visit-
ed a peace museum and seen an exhibit like 
this when they were little, we'd have more 
peace in the world," she said. 
bwhite@chroniclemail.com 
.. 
Top: Albert Einstein's fingerprint is used in a painting. Bottom: Miller used fingerprints 
from the Dalai Lama and Joan Baez to create paintings. Pictures are courtesy of the 
artist, Claus Miller. 
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Celebrate World AIDS Day, December 1, 2006 
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY. 110 4 S WABASH AVENUE 
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DRESS UP AGAINST AIDS , NOVEM BER 16, 2006-JANUARY 5, 2007 
WORLD AIDS DAY RECEPTION: DECEMBER 1, 4:30- &PM TW1> week! 
(C]Spaces is proud to present the work of Brazil ian a rtist Adriana Bertini and her 
exhibition Dress Up Against Aids. Bertini uses thousands of condoms per garment to 
create beauti ful evening dresses in an effort to promote HIV prevention. "My idea is to 
promote condom use not as a commercial fashion but as a conceptual fashion: says 
Bertini. The artist's use of the condom in a repetit ive manner evokes Bertini 's belief 
that if condoms become more commonly seen objects, people wi ll be more likely to 
use them. 
In 1994 the artist worked with HIV positive children as a volunteer for a n AIOS 
pr~vention group. Over 10 years she has researched and executed several processes 
to work with this unique form of latex. Her years of commitment in AIDS prevention 
evolved w ithin her background in fashion and ultimately led to the incept ion of this 
project •n 1997. Since then, her work has been exhibited in the lnternat•onal AIDS 
Conference in Barcelona, Toronto and Bangkok. The showing at Columbia College is 
the national premiere of the collection. 
C3 3 GA LLERY. 33 E COf\GRESS AVENUE 
WORKING FRAMEWORKS, November 17, 2006 · January 5, 2007 
lC]Spaces is pleased to present the third and final Installment of the traveling 
exhibition Working Frameworks in the C33 Gallery and the Conaway Center. Exhibition 
Coordinator Saul Appelbaum describes the exhibition as "a cross-disciplinary/ cross-
institutional/tri-state art network. Working Frameworks is a space-specific exhibition 
demonstrating the alignments and d isplacements, oth allegorical and material, 
occurring when an object of art moves from one locale to another. .. Originating at 
Cornell University in New York, moving to the Knowlton School of Architecture in Ohio 
and concluding at Columbia College Chicago, the exhibition features int eract ive and 
site·speclfic works by over 40 artists. 
Working Frameworks features Mark Van Fleets Van Gallery, a fami ly van converted into 
a mobile art gallery and the Control Room created by Gene A. Felice II and Nathan 
Ober. The Control Room is an interactive kiosk that displays the progression of the 
exhibit ion and. posts the finds on www.workingframeworks.com. 
HOKIN GALLER Y 6 2 '~ S \\~BA.SK ME'~UE 
PICTURIN G HOPE: THROUGH THEIR EYES, Photographs by Children Affected by 
HIV/AIDS 
November 29, 2006 - January 10, 2007 
Reception: Wctrld AIDS Day. Friday, December 1. 2006. 7:30 - 9 PM 
Curated by Craig Bender, Founder, Pictu ri ng Hope 
This e:~ehibi t of pho~ographs, taken by children in Burkina Faso, India, Ma lawi , Rom ania 
and Tanzania, provides a close look at how the global AIDS epidemic is shaping 
everyday lives through children's eyes. The images are selected from Picturing Hope, a 
program that provides resources to child ren affected by AIDS to explore their feelings, 
strengthen their sense of self and find a voice 1hrough wh ich to te ll their stories. For 
more information on the program, please visit: www.picturinghope.com 
HOK IN ANN EX. 623 S WA BAS H AV Et'\UE 
' ~ .. . - - , . . . -
WA-POP! The Invasion of Japanese Pop Art, 
November 29, 2006 . Janua ry 17, 2007 TWs week.! 
Reception: Thursday, November 3D. 5-7PM 
Curated by Yusuke Tanaka. Art and Design Major, Columbia College Chicago 
WA·POPI The Invasion of Japanese Pop Art present s Pop Art by Japanese art1sts who 
are actively working in the States and by t he students of Columb1a College Ch1cago. 
The e:~eh i bition title is a playful expression that asks among other things. ~what pop?'" 
This eyepopp1ng and often delightfully trreverent exh1bit offers provocative tdeas that 
e:~eplore a genre of art that Is perceived very d ifferently 1n Japan than 1n the United 
States. 
cspaces.colum.edu 
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*All events are FREE and open to the public, except where noted. 
Youth World AIDS Day 
Thursday, November 30, 2006 
HIV Scntenlnp 
3:00 - 8:00 prn, 623 5. Wabash 
Columbia College Chicago students only. 
FREE HIV rapid testing In the Hummer outside the 623 5 . Wabash building. 
Sponsored by WOOUng For Togetherness/HI¥ Prevention and Education. 
Youtll World AIDS D•y Pro&:r•m 
3:00- 8:00 prn, HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo 
EauySI.om 
Performances 3:00 • 6:00 pm 
In the sp4rlt at a poetry slam, the Composition Program and Crttleal Encounters Initiative are hosting 
an Essay Slam! Students are lnvtted to compete for prize money by presenting their short. 
prose--narrative pieces that focus on the 2()()6..2007 Crttlcai Encounters: HIV&AIDS. Pieces must 
be less than 200 words in length. Students must register to participate before 2 :30 pm on the day 
o1 the event 
DOORS 
6:00 - 8:00 pm 
Please join us for a presentation of "DOORS," a ttleattlcal performance written by the founder of 
the New Vision of Hope Foundation, which is decUcated to educating the community on HIV/ 
AIDS Issues. 
World AIDS Dey 
Friday, December 1, 2006 
Awarenet;s Expo 
11:00 - 3:00 pm, Conawlly Cente r 
Twenty HIV/ AIDS service providers will be providing students with Important Information and 
resources about HIV/ AIOS tostlng and prevention. 
AIDS Foundutjon 
011 I: III CAI :O a Abbott Fund 
- 3:30 pm, Conaway Center 
Or. Ertc Avery, Ctalg Bender and photographers from the exhibition Pictur-
tor open discussions and Q/A sessk>n on the question of whether •art can SBYe 
p/lo(o credit: C..rt Ooolh(y 
HIYIIatt hlp 
4:30 - 7:30 prn, 1104 5. Wabash 
Columbia College Chk:ago students only. 
FREE HIV rapid testing In the Hummer outskte the Conaway Center. Sponsored by WOrking For 
Togetherness,/HIV Prevention and EducaUon. 
pm, Glass Curtain Gallery 
for the national premier of Adriana Bertini's Dress UP Atalnst AJDS condom 
I Bertini's dresses break the social taboo about condoms as an object of 
and allow viewers to enter Into a dialogue about the true Importance and • 
of the condom in relation to HIV/AtOS prevenUon. photo Cl'edlt: Daniel Oelaunay 
6:00 - 7:30 pm, Conaway Center 
Performances by the Chlca&o Gay Men's Chorus 
Col6n, Program Director of La Vlda/SIOA 
Poetry raadlng by C.C. carter 
Performances by finalists of the Youth Workt AIDS Day Essay Slam 
Special Guest. Dan Savege, nationally acclaimed syndicated sex-advice ~umnfst and author. 
,..,..,.._.......,_.,._ 
7:30 - 9 :00pm, Hokln Annex and Gallery 
Please join us for a reception and buffet dinner to honor our special auest 
photographers, the chlldrenprtlsts f rom Pfcrurlng Hope. The ex.hlbltlon, 
recaption and dinner are sponsored by the Abbott Fund. 
Columbia c 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
Supportod by tho Studont Activit)' foe by the office of Student Affolra 
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New James Bond film has flaws, but still triumphs 
By Eric Kasing/City Beat Edtior 
If any ~Jloubt remained that the new 
Jam(\5 Bond is campy, that notion di ssipat-
ed when villain Le Chiffre repeatedly 
beats Bond's tes\icles with a heavily-knot-
ted rope. Intense scenes like this, along 
with strangulations, knifings and multiple 
kill shots play Casino Royple, the 2 I st 
Bond movie, liJ>e. a ,wil~ card in the ,fran-
chise. 
A far grittier movie than its predeces-
sors Casino Royale, based off of Ian 
Fleming's tirst 007 novel, reboots the 44-
year-old franchise for a post-9/ 1 I audi-
ence. Daniel Craig, the sixth actor to play 
the iconic British spy, recasts Bond as a 
newly minted 00 agent who now has a 
license to kill. Arrogant and often reck-
less, Bond finds himself jet-setting from 
Prague to Madagascar to Montenegro 
where he plays a high-stakes poker game 
that wi ll yield a winning pot of more than 
$100 million. 
Up against Bond is Le Chiffre, played 
by Mads Mikkelsen, a financi er who 
Jlanks terrorists' money. Also a gambler, 
Le Chiffre loses millions of .his clients' 
cash; he hosts the poker game in an 
attempt to collect the missing funds before 
he 's killed. And while the movie spends a 
decent amount of time on several games, 
it garners some surprisingly suspenseful 
poker moments. 
Accompanying Bond is Vesper Lynd, 
played by Eve Green, a governmental 
banking official who's sent to watch 007 
possibly gamble cash away to a terrorist 
organization. 
Bond's boss, M, still played by Judy 
Deneb, alternates between chewing out 
Bond for getting caught on film shooting 
up an embassy in Madagascar to threaten-
. ing him by throwing Bond to the enemies. 
Unlike the earlier fi lms where Bond flirts 
with M's secretary Miss Moneypenny 
while receiving acco lades from his boss, 
Casino Royale shows MI-6 questioning 
007's actions. 
And while earlier movies focused on 
evil geniuses hell-bent on annihilating the 
world using riuclear weapons or extorting 
untold sums of cash from world leaders, 
Bond is now fighting global terrorism. 
Casino Royale takes a brutal approach 
toward Bond's fisticuffs against the 
unnamed terrorist organization. Earlier 
villains left Bond alone in a cell only to 
inevitably escape; Casino Royale has 007 
beaten and spattered in assassins' blood. 
Sean Connery 's 007 could be equally 
violent- he beat a guy with a fire hydrant 
in Diamonds Are Forever and strangled a 
Russian assassin in From Russia With 
Love-but Craig portrays his Bond as 
"business as usual" as he pummels killers' 
heads against sinks and walls. 
Along with the brutal fight scenes, 
.another ,new aspect of the Bond redux is 
the lack of futuristic devices in Casino 
Royale. Instead of a gadget-saturated 
sports car that Bond could control by a 
cell phone or turn invisible, this Bond's 
high-end tools consist of a mobile phone, 
the Internet and a handgun with a silencer. 
While this Casino Royale is technically 
a third remake, thi s is the first one to stay 
true to the British spy drama. The first one 
was a 1954 TV adaptation; the second one 
was a Bond spoof in 1967 with Orson 
Welles, Peter Sellers and Woody Allen. 
This movie definitely has i.l$-ilaws. At 
144 minutes, Casino Royale is'~o long 
even fo r a James Bond film. Bond movies 
tend to clock in around two hours, and this 
one could have trimmed off· a good 20 
minutes. 
Without giving away any plot twists, 
let's just say that when the viewer thinks 
it's going to end, a painful l{~ - beach 
scene with Bond and his n~"Wvf drags 
on far too long. t.jfi . .),f .;: 
. Casino Royale also stru~.~tween 
over-the-top action, like ~.Chasing 
after a terrorist by scaling a build ing 
crane, and being a serious, gritty drama. 
Casino Royale also attempts to explain 
the 'constant undercurrent of misogamy in 
the franchise. Not to spoil anything, but 
by the end, moviegoers should unq.erstand 
why Bond likes to screw and run.« 
Still , despite these flaws , Casino Royale 
resets the bar for inte llectual yet exciting 
Bond movies not seen since Sean 
Connery. And while Connery is st ill 
arguably the best James Bond, Cra ig 
seems to have a pretty strong hand as well. 
ekasing@chroniclemail.com 
"Casino Royale" 
Directed by 
Martin Campbell 
($;($;($;($;0 
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Wberethere's o Will, there's o woy 
Will Smith discusses his new film and his son 
From the moment he walks 
into a room, Will Smith oozes 
the crowd-pleasing charisma 
that has immortalized him on 
cinema screens across the globe. 
As he sits at the head of a table 
lined with journalists, Smith 
leans forward in his chair, mov-
ing his hands in choreographed 
rhythm with each syllable. His 
charm is unmistakable, his 
humor is infectious, yet above 
that megawatt smile are eyes 
that bum with newfound inten-
s ity. After battling aliens to box-
office success and earning 
laughs as the Fresh Prince, 
Smith now seems to harbor a 
willingness to take more 
chances, reach more personal 
goals and develop even further 
as an actor. This change can be 
sensed immediately, as the 38-
year-old entertainment industry 
giant voluntarily begins the 
interview by speaking of noth-
ing else but the fatherly pride he 
feels for his son. 
In his new film The Pursuit of 
Happyness, opening Dec. 15, 
Smith plays real-life family man 
Chris Gardner, who struggles to 
defy poverty by interning at a 
stock brokerage firm while tak-
ing care of his 5-year-old son, 
played by Smith's own son 
Jaden. Smith recently talked to 
The Chronicle about the joys of 
fatherhood, his belief in 
America and how acting with 
Jaden changed his life. 
The Chronicle: What has your 
reaction been to the positive 
buzz surrounding this film? 
Will Smith: I'm not the type 
of person who generally has a 
fear for things going ... out of 
my control, but [with) this one 
I'm actually shook a little bit 
because everything is really per-
fect. As an artist, I feel that it is 
my job to create images that 
inspire ideas , that inspire 
change, and that's exactly what 
this is. I feel that this is artisti-
cally one of the greatest projects 
I ' ve ever been involved with . 
Describe what it was like 
By Matt Fagerholm/Film Critic 
working with your son in his 
debut performance. 
It changed how I act. We were 
on the set; we had been shooting 
for about two weeks. He looked 
up at me and he said, "Daddy, 
you just do the same thing every 
take." Then I started watching 
him . He's pure and natural in the 
moment. If we're sitting there 
and talking and he becomes 
interested in his scarf, he'll grab 
his scarf. And that's what actors 
look for. It's the nirvana you 
find when you' re living in the 
moment. When I explain a scene 
to Jaden and I say, "You're with 
your father and you' re tired," he 
asks, "How long have I been 
awake? Have I been to school? 
Did I take a nap? And what time 
is it? OK, you can say action." I 
really evaluated how I perform 
and I stopped preparing. And I 
went back and got acting coach-
es, which helped me begin to 
strip away all the thinking I've 
been doing up to this point. 
[Jaden] helped me create new 
moves, and in this movie, the 
new moves are no moves. 
Will these new moves help you 
co.ntinue to conquer the box 
office? 
I can do that. I believe in uni-
versal patterns. Things happen 
certain ways since the beginning 
of time. Study the pattern, find 
the pattern, and at the minimum 
you give yourself a 99 percent 
chance of succeeding. The top 
I 0 films of all time have special 
effects with creatures and a love 
story. If you make a movie with 
special effects, creatures and a 
love story, you can be pretty 
damn sure that you can open up 
that film on the Fourth of July. 
That's the gift and the curse that 
I have that my son is helping me 
break, because it's easy to live 
in the patterns, but I want to cre-
ate patterns. 
What inspired you to help tell 
Chris' story? 
[Chris' story) is so connected 
to the idea of why America 
works. This is the only country 
Will Smith stars in 'The of Happyness' with his son, Jaden 
Smith, about Chris Gardner's rise from poverty to wealth. 
on the face of this earth that 
Chris Gardner could exist. [His 
story] doesn't happen anywhere 
else on Earth. That you' re home-
less, you have $23, [and] with-
out killing anybody, without oil, 
without anonymity, you can go 
strictly based on an idea in your 
mind, hold onto that idea, and go 
create a multi-million-dollar 
empire. 
America thrives because that 
is the idea and the promise that 
we sell to the rest of the world. 
Now in practice, there are some 
difficulties. The promise of it, 
though, is what inspires great 
minds to come here, and the 
poor, tired, huddled masses are 
not just coming here for food 
and a house- they're coming 
because they have an idea and 
their idea is being murdered in 
other places. This is a country 
that says we believe in nurturing · 
ideas. To me, that is so the cen-
ter of humanity. An idea can just 
fill a spot in your stomach; you 
won' t need food for a while if 
you've got the right idea. 
How im portant is 'a n Oscar to 
you? 
For me, the period between 
the nomination and the actual 
awards is the best time. There's a 
hundred-plus people [nominat-
ed) for hundreds of movies, and 
everybody's a winner. It's the 
celebration of cinema. It's a time 
of celebration that then deterio-
rates into competition. The actu-
al show is the balloon toss. 
There's something about tbat 
"and the winner is ... " moment 
that 's just distasteful .to me. 
Parenting has been a consis-
tent theme in your work, 
including your song "Just the 
Two of Us." Describe your val-
ues in parenting. 
[My wife] Jada and I have 
connected to [the values of] 
love, knowledge and discipline. 
Love, meaning that your kids 
have got to know that, at the end 
of the day, my parents love me. 
There can't ever be a question. 
Knowledge, meaning that you 
don't wait to teach your children 
anything. They can leam sub-
atomic phys ics, and it 's better 
for them to learn it now than it 
will be when they get older. And 
disc ipline, the idea that they 
won' t be able to achieve any-
thing if they don ' t command 
their minds to overcome their 
bodies. I always ca ll it the trend-
mill test. You deprive someone 
of food, deprive them of oxygen, 
you' rc gorum know exactly who 
you' re dcnling with . 
chronlclu@colum.odu 
~Benevolent 
· dictotor' 
dies ot 81 
A tribcite to 
' Robert Altman 
By Matt Fagerholm/Film Critic 
Cinema lpst of one its great 
artists Nov. 20, Filmmaking 
genius Robert Altman died at the 
age of 81 , leaving behind a body 
of work formidable in its audac-
Jty, influence and especially its 
humanity. 
Though referred to as a 
"benevolent dictator" on set, 
Altman ran his productions ·like 
a true democracy. He allowed 
every performer to have a voice, 
and encouraged improvisation, 
thus resulting in his revolution-
ary use of overlapping dialogue. 
His satiricar targets were sprawl-
ing: Korea in M•A•s•H•, 
Hollywood in The. Player and 
America itself in Nashville . . 
Altman also demythologized 
Hollywood's· most romaQticized ' 
genres, such as 'Westerns in· 
· McCabe &4f.;s. Millf#r; fiiro' noir . 
in The Long t!ikJ.r!.bye and· who-
dunit mysteries in ~:rfqr,f!,!ark. ., 
Although he work~d ,withi 
the studio . system, ·· Altmay 
remained a maverick who never 
compromised his artistic vision, · 
polarizing critic$ and audiences 
alike. Each. pf..Qis fUms prpv(ded , · 
a messy, unconventional;? -and · ~ 
extraordinarily · insightful 
glimpse into the essence oi: the 
human condition. 1 
I had the rare honor to briefly 
meet Altman a couple years agb 
when he received a lifetime 
achievement award from the 
Chicago ~ Film Critics 
Association. As I gushed about 
how inspiring he was to my gen-
eration of film lovers, his eyes 
were entirely focused on my 
gaze, as his seemingly frail, 
bony hand held mine in a vice 
grip. With a soft, gravelly voice 
conveying the utmost sincerity, 
Altman replied, "Thank yl)u, 
son. That truly is good to hear." 
His final film, A Prairie Home 
Companion, was labeled by the 
director as a meditation on 
death, and it will undeniably 
serve as a fitting eng-note for the 
glorious life of a man who never 
ceased to put humanity before 
celebrity, conviction before con-
vention, truth before artifice. 
chronicle@colum.edu 
Robert Altman clutches an hon-
orary Oscar awarded to him In 
Morch 2006. 
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Ten lime wuh-the;fortune.;teller 
A Chicago fortune-feller practices her craft with loose-leaf tea 
The world of fortune-telling is 
typically portrayed as a gypsy 
woman staring into someone 's 
palm or a foggy crystal ball. But 
one woman in Chicago is keep-
ing a forgotten method alive, 
making people believe there can 
be more to tea than just the 
Lipton company. 
Lisa Miller has been reading 
tea leaves for three months at the 
Urban Tea Lounge, 838 W. 
Montrose Ave., from 4 p.m. to 7 
p.m. every Friday. Miller also 
plans to add another day, 4 p.m. 
to 7 p.m. Saturday where people 
have to make an appointment to 
see her. She said that "a very 
intense" experience two to three 
years ago confirmed that she had 
a gift. 
However, it wasn't until dining 
with some friends at a Thai 
restaurant that Miller said she 
began reading tea leaves. 
"I was sitting in between two 
women and she asked if anyone 
there knew how to read tea 
leaves," Miller said. "She 
thought the leaves in her cup 
By Matt Woronko/Staff Writer 
were atypical. That's when I 
looked into her cup and thought, 
'I bet I can do this."' 
Miller said the . day after her 
first tea-leaf reading, she went to 
the lounge and told people about 
her talent. After talking it over 
with the lounge's owners, they 
agreed to let her read there and 
worked out a schedule for Miller. 
Miller said she tends to stick 
with the procedure she has 
learned from books, where she 
has someone pick a tea from a list 
and drink most of the tea, until 
Lisa Miller .tells a customer how to have her tea leaves read at the Urban Tea Lounge, 838 W. 
Montrose Ave. 
about half a teaspoon is left. 
While the person drinks the tea, 
Miller has them think of a ques-
tion on his or her mind before the 
reading begins. She then has the 
cup spun three times counter-
clockwise and tips the cup over 
on the saucer. 
The leaves are then examined 
for shapes and forn1s. Miller said 
\this is a quality specific to tea-
leaf reading, since other forms of 
fortune-telling, such as tarot 
cards, give people a map to use. 
For a person to be able to read 
tea leaves, they have to use loose 
tea, so that the leaves aren't con-
strained, such as in a teabag. 
Though various sources differ 
slightly in requirements for tea-
leaf readings , all recommend 
using a light-colored cup and 
saucer so the leaves can be easily 
seen. 
The shape and style of the 
leaves is an essential part of what 
the ancient method of fortune-
telling is about. The technical 
term for tea-leaf reading is 
tasseography, which stems from 
Asia and the Middle East. 
Mrs. Lynn, a Chicago-based 
psychic, said she believes tea-leaf 
reading is forgotten because it is 
more involving than other forms 
of fortune-telling. 
" I think that it's more of an 
inconvenience and time-consum-
ing, anywhere from 20 minutes to 
an hour," Lynn said. "But it 
depends on the reader and how 
much they know their craft." 
Before being profiled in Time 
Out Chicago, Miller said she 
would get about four or five peo-
ple a night. Since .then, she said 
business has picked up slightly to 
seven or eight people. 
In addition, she said she does-
n't predict people's futures, but 
rather looks at and analyzes the 
situation they are in. 
Miller said if her subjects still 
have more questions, she tries to 
find more answers by experi-
menting, such as adding more tea 
or adding the leaves from the 
saucer back into the tea. 
Not everyone, however, sees 
tasseography as a legitimate way 
to get answers or tell the future. 
Joe Simrany is president of the 
Tea Association of the United 
States of America, an organiza-
tion that spreads the benefits and 
career opportunities in the tea 
industry. He said he has seen a 
few tea-leaf readings and that 
they only have entertainment 
value. 
"It leads to a social experi-
ence," Simrany said. "You can 
read into the leaves whatever you 
desire. Does it have any scientif-
ic credibility? Absolutely not." 
Miller knows there are skeptics 
of her craft. 
"I'm not telling people their 
future," Miller said. " I just give 
them inforl)1ation." 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Socks of wor 
Ancient plays get a modern redux 
By Jim Jaworski; Associate Editor 
It is probably a safe assumption 
that Greek playwright Euripides 
never envisioned that sock pup-
pets would one day perform his 
plays. 
A performance of"War is Bad: 
"Hecuba," sock puppets played all 
the characters. The play tells of the 
occupation of Troy shortly after 
the war between the Greeks and 
the Trojans. 
Sock Puppet Euripides" was held 
at the Hideout, 1354 W. 
Wabansia Ave., on Nov. 17. The 
performance modernized classic 
Greek plays through quirky 
adaptations of war-themed pro-
ductions, making full use of sock 
puppets and cardboard Danny 
Glover masks. The performance 
was intended to create open dia-
logue on the war in Iraq and raise 
money for humanitarian relief in 
the war-tom nation. 
The second act was an adapta-
tion of Aristophanes's 
"Lysistrata," a tale in which the 
women of Athens attempt to seize 
control from the men leading the 
Peloponnesian War. By withhold-
ing sex, they hope to force the men 
to declare peace and end the long, 
bitter conflict. All the actors wore 
cardboard masks with faces of 
notable anti-war celebrities. 
Lori McClain, left, and Jen Ellison perform 'Hecuba' for the crowd at the Hideout, 1354 W. Wabansia Ave. 
"It's important to remember that 
we are not the first people to deal 
with something like this," said 
director Katie Watson. 
In the first act, Euripides' 
In the third and fmal act, 
Aeschylus's "The Persians," the 
Battle of Salamis was played out 
through a Grecian television 
broadcast. The mock news pro-
gram told of a battle in which .the 
Persian army, which heavily out-
numbered and out-powered the 
The cast of 'War is Bad: Sock Puppet Euripides' finish the first play of 
the performance. The other two acts were also classic Greek plays. 
smaller Greek army, was surpris-
ingly decimated and slaughtered. 
While some are citing compar-
isons between the Vietnam War 
and the occupation in Iraq, the per-
formance took a more abstract 
approach, finding . similarities 
between Iraq and wars fought in 
ancient Greece thousands of years 
ago. The lessons learned from his-
tory, Watson said, can be easily 
applied today. 
"Are we really so stupid that 
we haven't learned from what 
happened 2,500 years ago?" 
she asked. "We still haven't got-
ten it?" 
After the show, members in 
the audience were invited to 
stay for an informal conversa-
tion on the war in Iraq. While 
some involved were c learly 
against the Bush administration, 
the similarities seemed to end 
when Watson asked everyone 
what they believe a possible 
solution is to the situation. Most 
audience members followed 
suit, offering varying theories . 
Free for five. 
and ideas about the best possi-
ble action. 
"There is a lot of frustration 
right now and a, lot of the feeling 
of 'so what do we do now' or ' is 
there anything that we can do?"' 
said actor Beau Golwitzer. "But 
still people are willing to · talk 
and share their feelings about it. 
. . . People have been really 
thoughtful." 
That is exactly what Watson 
wanted and expected. 
"It's confusing," she said. 
"People all have good ideas, but 
it's hard .for everybody to agree 
on a solution. It's a difficult 
problem."· 
Tl)e purpose of the perform-
ance, Watson said, was not to 
make a statement one way or 
another, but to provoke conversa-
tion, among the audience. Watson 
said she is not necessarily trying to 
offer any solutions, mostly 
because she is not sure what exact-
ly might fix the problems in the 
Middle East. 
" I have,no idea what the answer 
is," she said. "I wanted to hear 
what other people think. I think 
that's important." 
All proceeds from the perform-
ances were donated to humanitari-
an relief in Iraq. 
Modern, more colorful adapta-
tions tackling current world issues 
have become more common 
recently, according to theater 
instructor Jeffrey Ginsberg. The 
pure amount of possible exposure 
in theater makes it easier for 
smaller groups to put on more col-
orful productions. 
"With so many venues, from the 
large to the small, leads to the abil-
ity· to be able to have productions 
like this pretty easily," he said. 
While adaptations of such pop-
ular productions can be difficult, 
Watson kept the moral of the orig-
inal while adding some extra 
flair-but not too much. 
"I took out all the anal jokes, but 
I left in all the boner jokes," she 
said. 
jjaworski,@ch~?niclen;ail com 
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Reol-life Kromer 
not worried 
The inspiration behind the 'Seinfeld' character 
talks about Michael Richards' racial slurs 
By Michael Daley/MGT 
The real Kramer imagines it's all about 
nothing. 
"Every comic can have a bad night," 
Kenny Kramer said. 
Kramer had just seen an online video 
clip of comedian Michael Richards 
exploding into racist invectives at the 
Laugh Factory in Los Angeles on Nov. 17, 
using the N-word five times in a single 
poisonous breath. 
Richards is known fo r playing Cosmo 
Kramer, the character on "Seinfeld" based 
on the real-l ife Kenny Kramer, who con-
tinues to reside in New York. 
Richards will now also be known as the 
standup comic who hurled the N-word 
repeatedly against some African-
American patrons who heck led him dur-
ing his show. 
He employed the dreaded epithet too 
many times and too clearly to even try to 
say he was merely using a little hip-hop 
lingo, as some have done in recent 
months. He was using that word as unmis-
takably and as hatefully as a Klansman. 
Even the television Kramer would have 
understood that this was a moment that 
will forever change how people look at 
Richards. That surely includes "Seinfeld" 
reruns. 
But the real-life Kramer remains con-
vinced that the incident will not affect the 
Kramer Reality Tours he conducts, allow-
ing him to contihue·to'cash in;on his asso-
ciation with "Seinfeld." 
The weekend bus tours of. "Seinfeld" 
landmarks embark from West 44th Street, 
~ost'$37.50 8"1read·attd'routinely s~ll out. 
ltramer does not expect that to change. 
" I' m sure nobody associates me with 
what he did," Kramer said. 
He paused. 
"At least I hope not." 
He then was all confidence again. 
"Art imitates life imitating art imitating 
life. But he's not Kramer," Kramer said, 
speaking of the TV character, not himself. 
" I don't think his actions reflect on 
Kramer in the least: He 's Michae l 
Richards. Kramer is a television charac-
ter." 
The real-life Kramer allowed that sever-
al people had asked if he thought the 
remarks would cause him trouble. 
" I' m thinking no," Kramer said. " I 
don 't see how it could hurt me. I didn 't 
say any of these things.:• 
" I think it 's going to he lp. I' m getting 
all this publicity'" 
Kramer also allowed that the incident is 
sure to have profess ional repercussions 
for Richards. Kramer compared it with 
Mel Gibson 's anti-Semitic tirade. 
" Rehab could be a career move at this 
point, even if he doesn' t need it," Kramer 
said. "But obviously Michael is not as big 
a star as Gibson." 
In fact, Richards has ceased to be much 
of a star at all, which explains his fury at 
those who accorded him less than their 
complete attention at the Laugh Factory 
on Nov. 17. 
The real-life Kramer was himself a 
stand-up comic for years, and he allowed 
that any experienced comedian should 
have known to respond to hecklers with 
some quick wit. 
"Then the audience is on your side," 
Kramer said. 
He insists Richards is no racist, but the 
words came from somewhere. Richards 
could have attacked his adversaries' phys-
iognomy or attire, but in choosing their 
race, he was a racist by definition . 
• His adversaries responded by calling 
him "cracker" and "white boy," but those 
words had no apparent effect on Richards. 
One adversary got personal, noting that 
Richards had done nothing of note since 
his role on "Seinfeld." 
Richards tried to play it off like he was 
not bothered. 
"Oh, I guess you got me there," he said. 
"You' re absolutely right. I' m a washup." 
If he was not washed-up then, he almost 
certainly is now, despite Monday's apolo-
gy and declaration he is not a racist. One 
question is whether fans will continue to 
pack the tour run by the real-life Kramer 
who inspired the TV character in the show 
about nothing; a character you had to 
love-until now. 
Kenny Kramer, center, the inspiration behind the Cosmo Kramer character on TVs 
'Seinfeld,' poses with tourists outside Tom's Restaurant in New York City. 
Chicago Community Bank. 
Be part of our family. 
47 W. Polk Street, Chicago - Dearborn Station 
180 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
111 0 w. 35th Street. Chicago 
1800 S. Halsted Street, Chicago 
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Reviews 
••••• 
Josh Groban 
Awake 
••••• 
HospiUIIIty under the 
influencey 
AmySedaris 
• 
Saturday Night Live 
NBC 
• • • 
Winter sleep 
• 
There's· something about 
depressing music that 
always feels right for this 
time of year. Interspursed 
with depressing themes of 
"when does boy get girl," 
the album makes a point of 
emphasizing carpe diem. 
The third studio album 
from this classical vocalist 
makes it hard to not appre-
ciate the genre. 
- M Kroeck 
• • 
Brand New 
The Devil and God are 
This specaicular retro-style • 
hospitality manual pro- Fitness Magazine 
December 2006 vides sidesplitting laughter 
while offering up tasty 
recipes and fabulous ideas. 
Chapters include "Rich 
Uncle Gomes to Visit," 
and "When You Get to 
Play Nurse." It includes 
invaluable instruction on 
handling inebriated guests 
and removing vomit stains. 
-J. Fishel' 
Could SNL get any lamer? 
This is the show that gave 
us comedy legends John 
Belushi and Steve Martin. 
Now we have that one guy 
from Eurotrip and the fat 
kid from "All That." SNL 
hasn't had a funny skit 
since "Lazy Sunday." Give 
it a rest and bring back the 
Not Ready for Primetime 
Players. 
- K. Haburn 
Nothing beats snuggling 
up under a. pile of blan-
kets with your beloved. 
ijeat's expensive,, plus 
there's something parti~u­
larly soothing about doz-
ing off into dreamland 
when the air around you· 
is crisp and you' re 
wrapped in a toasty 
cocoon. Downside? 
Getting up and setting 
foot on a hard, cold floor. 
-J. Fisher 
• •••• 
An lnconvient Truth 
DVD Directed by David 
Guggenheim 
No Hearts 
Michael Richards 
Premium Blend 
It's been three years 
since these pop-punkers 
put out a surprisingly 
good album. The sound 
that made Deja Entendu 
stand out in a typically 
bland crowd is intact on 
this album- but now it 
feels formulaic. They 
took what worked, over-
exposed it and made it 
boring. 
- M. Byrne 
I picked up this magazine 
because the cover 9ffered 
up a way to lose 20 per-
cent more calories every-
day. And ways to sculpt 
my blltt, abs, arms and 
thighs. Basically, the 
same thing every issue 
offers. Though I may try 
some of the moves, in the 
end, just simply going to 
. the gym ~ats this maga-
zine any day. -T. Breyne 
Who thought footage of AI 
Gore giving a PowerPoint 
presentation would prove 
to be one of the most rivet-
ing and invaluable cine-
matic experiences of the 
year? This bipartisan, fac-
tual wakeup-call about 
global warming includes a 
director's commentary and 
an update from Gore that 
cements the film's 
inescapable timeliness. 
- M Fagerholm 
Why don't celebrities just 
shut up sometimes? God . 
'Assholes like these make 
me wish we could give 
negative hearts. I'd call his 
racist rant at the Laugh 
Fa~tory career suicide, but 
he'd need to have a career 
first. Here's to Mel 
Gibson's new best bud in 
Hollywood, Kramer. 
- MRubio 
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands 
The music of the Kyle Mann Combo could be the sound-
track to a man and woman meeting in a flower shop in 
western Italy on warm spring day. 
Blending piano-infused melodies with quiet percussion 
and a th ick overlay of various orchestral instruments, this 
band is a combination of indie, show tunes, progressive and 
contemporary. The end result soun<!s'like the brainchild of 
Ben Folds meeting a mellow David Grey. 
Comprised of Vince Naples, bass and vocals; Matt 
Nagrodski, drums; and Kyle Mann, piano and songwriter, 
the band recently re lea.~ed their first record, Goodbye Kites. 
All college students, Naples and Mann attend Elmhurst 
College, and Nagrodski attends Dcl'aul University. Naples 
stud ies mu~ic and audio engineering, Mann studies music 
and business and Nagrodski is s!udying science. 
The Chronicle , poke to Kyle Mann about his band '~ ori-
gins, influences and art i~t ic direction. 
The Chmnlclt: II ow do y<HI 1m lance ~c huul with mu~le'f 
Kyle Mann: We practice a couple night~ a week for a lew 
hours. We work on schoolwork during the week, bu t s ince 
Vince and I mainly study music, we kind of incorporate our 
own mu~ ic with the music we' re studying. 
How'd the band l(el lfll(tlher? 
Matt and I have llecn playing In bands befi>re this one for 
alx.out five years, and f met Vince at Elmhurst. I know he 
WM a real good lrd,, player, so I gave him a few of my 
S()llg., to ll, ten to, we had a couple rehearsals, and then we 
formed mtu a trdnd 
What arc the names of some of the other bands you 
were in? 
The main band I was in was called Orchestrated Follic~ . 
We sounded mainly like pop-rock. 
How would you describe your sound? 
We' re influenced by indie, progressive rock, pop, jazz, 
classical and show tunes, too. There's some polka in there, 
too. 
How do you come up with your songs? 
I mainly write all the music; about 98 percent of it. It's 
mainly piano-driven and I write on keyboards. Going from 
the keyboards, I arrange it for other instnunents too. But 
sometimes Matt and Vince will give me a critique if they 
think something wi ll sound better. 
Why keep the net 11 trio'! 
When we pluy live, we have other plnycrs piny. We 'd like 
to keep us a trio for now, but the greut thing ubout hnving 
the numc "combo" Is that it's unlimited. I' ll continuo to 
write the music, but I' II probnhly ndd In some more Instru-
ments to ex fllllld the music more. 
11w Kyle Mmm Combo have a CIJ rclcc~w show at 'l11u 
Icc /•i••·tory, J2!l N A.vldmul Aw . Oct·. 16. 'l11u show l.v aii-
OJ<e.r and ii<•J<III:J at Y p 111 
B. Whit~ 
••••• 
Greens keepers 
Polo Club 
• Nutrtional facts on a 
Sugar Red Bull can 
• •••• 
Not A Photograph 
Directed by Jeff Iwanicki 
and David Klei/er, Jr. 
• • • • • 
Chris Richert's 
, Thanksgiving cupcakes 
Generally, when the sounds-
like-Interpol card is pulled 
on a band, it is a brand of 
unoriginality. However, 
while Greenskeepers are 
reminiscent of Interpol, they 
are also distinctly not 
Interpol. They sound the 
way Interpol dreams about 
sounding after spending too 
long in a dive bar. And it's 
awesome. 
- M Byrne 
Despite the delicious tasti-
ness of this enagy drink, I 
find myself horrified at the 
lack of nutritional value. 
But stiU, I guess it's not 
that surprising that a drink 
like this would have 200 
mg of sodiwn. 'TIS a 
thrilling read to discover 
the trash I put in my body. 
I recommend everyone do 
ihe same. - T. Breyne 
This DVD is about 
Mission of Burma, quite 
possibly one of the most 
influential punk bands of 
all time. It is 70-minutes 
long and each and every 
second is nothing short of 
amazing. It chronicles the 
band's first reunion per-
formance in nearly two 
decades. To be honest, I 
cried at the end. 
- J. Ewert 
These chocolate and · 
vanilla dream-cakes are 
so fabulously decorated-
that they look I ike they • 
came straight from a SPe-
.------..,--=," • cialtx.,cui>CJ!!l~l)op. .-
There's nothing better 
than a nice sugar high to 
follow-up my caffeine, 
jitter-filled morning. Well 
done Chris, they're deli-
cious! -H. Graham 
Kyle Mann Combo 
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Penguins don't discriminate 
A picture book about two 
· male penguins raising a baby 
penguin is getting a chilly 
reception among some parents 
in Shiloh, Ill. , who worry about 
the book's availability to ele-
mentary students- and the 
reluctance of administrators to 
restrict access to it. 
The concerns are the latest 
involving And Tango Makes 
Three, the illustrated children's 
book based on a true · story of 
two male peng'-!ins- Roy and 
Si lo- in New York City 's 
Central Park Zoo who adopted a 
fertilized egg and raised the 
chick as the ir own. 
Complaining about the book's 
homosexual undertones, some 
parents of Shiloh Elementary 
School students believe the 
book- available to be checked 
out of the school's library in 
Shiloh, an I I ,000-resident town 
20 miles east of St. Louis-tack-
les topics their young children 
aren' t ready to handle. 
Their request: Move the book 
to the library's regular shelves 
and restrict it to a section for 
mature issues, perhaps even 
requiring parental permission 
before their child can check it 
out. 
At le2S! for now, the district's 
chief isn' t budging. Though a 
panel she appointed suggested the 
book be moved and require 
parental permission before it is 
Parents upset over book featuring gay penguins 
By Jim Suhr/ AP 
checked out, Superintendent 
Jennifer Filyaw said And Tango 
Makes Three will stay put-at the 
advice of the district's attorney, 
who said moving it might be legal-
ly challengeable censorship. 
Filyaw cons iders the book 
"adorable" and age appropriate, 
written for children ages 4 to 8. 
"My feeling is that a-library is 
to serve an entire population," 
Filyaw said. "It means you rep-
resent different families in a 
society-different re ligions, dif-
ferent beliefs. That's the role of 
a school library." 
Lilly Del Pinto thought the 
book looked charming when her 
5-year-old daughter-a kinder-
gartner at Shiloh Elementary-
brought it home in September. 
Finding the watercolor illustra-
tions "pretty and beautiful," Del 
Pinto said she was halfway 
through reading the book to her 
daughter "when the zookeeper 
said the two penguins must be in 
love." 
"That's when I ended the 
story," she said. 
De l Pinto said her daughter's 
teacher told her she was unfa-
miliar with the book, and the 
school 's librarian directed the 
mother to Filyaw. 
" I wasn't armed with pitch-
forks or anything; I innocently 
was seeking answers," Del Pinto 
said, agreeing with Filyaw's 
belief that pulling the book from 
the shelves could constitute cen-
sorship. " I've not spoken with 
anyone who says to get rid of it. 
Of course, we know the kids 
eventually are going to learn 
about the homosexual lifestyle. 
That 's not the issue. Please let 
us decide when our kids are 
ready. Please let us parent our 
kids." 
Del Pinto said that while she 
may not "celebrate" homosexu• 
ality, "they' re va lued people." 
"We certainly don't want to 
discriminate o r hurt anyone,~~ 
said"Chri stine Farmer, the moth-
er of two Shiloh Elementary stu-
dents and the parental represen-
tative on the five,person panel 
Filyaw tapped to examine how 
to handle the book. 
That panel 's decision, Farmer 
said, "was to put this in the par-
ents' lap and let them decide" 
the book's appropriateness for 
their children. 
" Kids have to be kids at this 
age," Farmer said. " I don ' t 
know why sexuality of any type 
is appropriate for kids that age. I 
feel they' re learning to count, 
learning colors. To make that 
leap to books- is that really 
appropriate school material? I 
just feel like this has opened a 
Pandora 's Box- are we keeping 
in mind the kids and keeping 
them kids as far as we can." 
The book has created similar 
flaps elsewhere. Earlier this 
year, two parents voiced con-
cerns about the book with librar-
ians at the Rolling Hills' 
Consolidated Library 's branch 
in the north west Missouri town 
of Savannah. The book was 
moved to the library's nonfic-
tion section at the Savannah 
library and another branch near 
St. Joseph, Mo. 
Barbara Read, Rolling Hills' 
director, has said she consulted 
with staff at the Omaha, Neb., 
and Kansas City zoos and the 
University of Oklahoma's 
Zoology Department before 
moving the book, saying the 
experts all told her adoptions 
aren ' t unusual in the world of 
penguins. 
She said the book was moved 
to the nonfiction section because 
it was based on actual events. In 
that section, she said, there was 
less of a chance that the book 
would "blindside" someone. 
A copy of the book 'And Tango Makes Three' displayed in a Chicago 
bookstore. The illustrated children's book is based on a t rue story 
of two male penguins in New York City's Central Park Zoo who 
adopted a fertilized egg and raised the chic k as the ir own. 
Columbia College Hall Price Nights! 
CHICAG( 
Indiana Pacers • Mon., Dec.111h 
VS. Seallle SuperSonics • Wed., Dec.131h 
Both IIIIIIIS hlltl 111111111111ed center • 1.30 p.m. 
On these special nights all Columbia College students, faculty and alumni have the oppor-
tunity to purchase tickets at half price! Tickets priced at $40 are available for only $20. 
IMPORTANT: To order tickets, this form and payment must be received by the Chicago Bulls (by mail only) no 
later than three weeks before the first game ordered. Please note thal lickets are subject to availability and due 
lo high demand. please maillhis completed lorm as soon as possible. 
Toll! Price 
12/11-Pacers I!> $20 (requ~rly S401 
12/13-Sonics I!> S20 (reqularly S40i 
Tot•l Enclosed $ 
There are no refunds or exchanqes. T1ckets will be mailed to1he address below approximately ten days before the Qame date 
ror a United Center seatinq diaqram. visit Bulls.com. 
Name -------------------------------------------------------
Address --------------------------------------------------
City, State, Zip -------------------------------------------
Home phone ( _____ ) -------------Work phone ( ----- ) - -----------
Email -------------------------~---------------------------
Please charge my: 0 VISa 0 MaslerCan! 0 Amex 0 Discover 
---------------------------------- Exp. Date - -------
· 0 Enclosed is a check or money order payable to the Chicaqo Bulls. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Scurry sideways 
5 Moves on all 
fours 
11 Taxi 
14 Spartan queen 
15 Scheme anew 
16 Outback bird 
17 Roundish shape 
18 • Farm• 
19 HT-fi discs 
20 Arizona city 
21 Room's scheme 
22 Wallop 
23 Sequins 
25 Foundations 
26 Stage signals 
27 Developed 
completely 
29 1955-76 
Chicago mayor 
32 Some paints 
35 United _ 
Emirates 
36 Queues 
38 Dawber and 
Tillis 
39 Abandoned 
41 Young horses 
42 Desert growth 
43 German 
C 2008 Tf1b.IM M«<lll s.tvk:•a, Inc. 
All rfvht. rw-n.d. 
automaker 
45 Views as 
47 Vivaciousness 
5 1 McKellen and 
McShane 
52 Dust-jacket 
promo 
54 Tried and _ · 
55 Medical pix 
56 City on the 
Illinois 
57 Bursts 
58 Golfer Ernie 
59 Greek sea 
60 First garden 
61 Matched oulfit 
62 "Remington _ • 
63 Sleuth Wolfe 
DOWN 
1 Surfeits 
2 Raise steam 
3 "Battlestar 
Galactica• role 
4 Gymnastic joists 
5 Babe's bed 
6 Taylor and 
Adoree 
7 Grand stories 
8 Ticklish doll 
9 Jack of talk 
shows 
1 0 NBC classic 
11 Of the sky 
12 More than 
enough 
13 DEA raids 
22 Bic or 
Papermate 
24 Regular Joe 
25 Purchase 
27 Top pilot 
28 GPs 
29 June celebrant 
30 Metric measure 
31 Thief 
32 Colony critter 
33 C&W fan 's 
channel 
34 Former draft 
org. 
36 Set on fire 
37 Here in Paris 
40 Letters before 
the World 
Series 
Solutions 
OIJ 3 N 3 1 3 3 1 s 1 3 s 
N 3 0 3 N 'I 3 !) 3 " s 1 3 s d 0 d 'I I tl 0 3 d I tl i'j 
3 n tl 1 a t1 n 1 a S N 'I I 
s s 3 N 1 tl 3 d s i'j 3 3 0 
1 o n v I 1 0 " 0 
s 1 1 0 0 1 0 1.1 3 tl 3 0 
s i'j 
" d s 3 N I 1 a " tl " S 0 I 1 A t1 0 " A 3 1 " 0 1 1 n o v s 3 n o 
s 3 s " a s 3 1 !) N 'I d s 
1 1 3 a tl 0 0 3 0 "i'j n A 
s d 1 1 " i'jl N 'I 1 " " 0 n i'j 3 N 'I 1 d 3 tl "0 3 1 
a v o s d 3 3 
41 Summer hrs. in 
Chicago 
43 Radio antenna 
44 Cosmopolitan 
45 Roosevelt coins 
46 "Guitar Town" 
singer Steve 
tl 0 a " tl 0 
47 Turn to mush 
48 Wear away 
49 Outstanding! 
50 Frank of CNN 
52 Red veggie 
53 Box seat 
56 Ballet step 
Sudoku By Michael Mepham 
Level: []JfJ[l)[!) 
i 3 ! i 
5 
_§j, 8 
'----
4 l I 7 5 
8 1 
7 3 I I 
2 
9 
1 
3 9 6 1 4 2 
5 1 8 9 7 6 
. 
' 2 7 4 5 , 3 8 
8 3 1 7 , 6 5 
9 5 7 2 I 1 4 
I 
a i 9 6 4 2 3 
4 8 3 6 2 9 
- • 1 2 9 4 5 7 
I I 
7 6 5 3 8 1 
j 7 2 ; ! 
i 
' i;-----
--
i 
! 
1 
3 
8 
4 
8 7 5 
2 4 3 
1 6 9 
4 9 2 
3 8 6 
5 1 7 
7 5 1 
I -
6 3 8 
9 2 4 
-----·--· ·-·---· ·-----------
1 
8 6 
3 
4 1 
6 5 
8 
Complete the grid 
so each row, 
column and 3-by-3 
box (In bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9. 
For strategies on 
how to solve 
Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk. 
Sudoku on Mobile. 
Em.r 783el58.com 
In your mobllt 
Wtb broWttr. 
Ott 1 lr11 gamel 
!hr•MrMit~"""llf1'Y 
~ '/O(JIJ Ml<)tO'li MWit"'" Dl•lr ~Jtrlfl<l ll'f Tribune Mo<No B<orvlooo Att rl()lilo rooo•vfl<l. 
Anne Marie Hobbs, 
a 19-year-old nhr'tt"•,.,.; 
phy major, too·K~l.l.lii 
hot on an "'"'~"'''•il'• 
freezing afternoon. 
Hobbs wore a white 
shirt from Target and a 
cardigan that her mom 
gave her. 
"My mom randomly 
bought this for me:' 
Hobbs said. "But it was 
so small I had to stretch 
it out." 
Hobbs wore a bright 
red H&M skirt, accented 
with oversized buttons, 
black leggings from. 
Target to keep her 
warm in the colder 
months, and she 
a nautical-themed 
Forever 21 bag tucked 
under her arm. 
Her favorite designers 
are Vivienne Westwood 
and Betsey Johnson, but 
she can't afford their 
pricey garments. 
" I don't have enough 
money to go shopping 
often," Hobbs said. "But 
I do try to go about 
once a month." 
• 
Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19): 
Next time that annoying class-
mate st~rts chiming in on the 
class discussion, just be really 
pol ite and tell him that he's 
way too pretty to sound stu-
pid. 
• 
Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 20): 
Your life will take an unex-
pected tum for the worst 
when you stumble upon a 
dying boy detective amongst 
the burning wreckage of a hot 
air balloon. In his final 
moments, the young boy will 
pass on his powers of super 
sleuthing to you. 
• 
Aries (March 21 - April 20): 
Team. Cobra will move into the 
apartment next to you. 
Everything will be fine until they 
start playing "Skinny Puppy" at 
all hours of the night. Then, to 
make matters worse, Destro will 
fall over drunk against your door 
and his big dumb metallic head 
will bust n hole in it. But the 
final strnw will come when you 
see Cobra Commander getting it 
on with n toothless malo prosti-
tute in the hnllwny. 
0 'I11Urus (April 21 - Mny 21 ): Mcrn111ids nrc hcnrtlcss, tunn· smelling, blue-bnlling, sen-
shcll-brn-wcnring skunks who 
wi ll get their bcurdo monncn 
buytl'icnds to sink your ship 
with their gnudy tridents. Plus. 
they only do urul. 
e Gemini (May 22 - June 21): Seriously. What do you think this is? A free ride? 
Cancer (June 22 - July 23)! The 
possibility of getting hit by a bus 
on the way to work does count as 
a reason for waking up in the 
morning. So tum that frown 
upside down. 
• 
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): Your 
fears of clogging up the toilet 
will come true this week. Better 
purchase that industrial-strength 
plunger while you still have time. 
G Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Yes, you stink. Despite how you've just made this realization, 
everyone else around· you has 
been wise to this for the past two 
weeks. So I would stop keeping 
all those dead babies in your 
pants. 
e Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): Remember that time your imagi-nary friend touched you in your special place? Yeah, that rocked. 
0 Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Blowing a balloon up with yom genitals is not a "gil\." 
• 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - De<:. 
21 ): Love is a four-letter word 
that only means somethina to 
morons. 
• 
Cnprlcorn (De<:. 22 - Jnn. 20): 
Cnndy corn Is not a method of 
contraception. 
City Beat November 27, 2006 
BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN! 
Loving_ husband. 
Devoted father. 
Dedicated attorney. 
So, why does he think 
he's a whippet? 
Directed by 
Jeff Lee 
Alexis Presseau, a senior at DePaul University, leads a group of prospective stu-
dents and their parents through the school's Lincoln Park campus on Oct 26. 
Tour guides lead the way 
in admissions process 
More Chicago colleges 
relying on enthusiastic 
students to recruit 
By Patrice M. Jones/MGT 
Maybe it was the way she executed the 
perfect backward walk wh ile talking fast 
and smiling constantly. Maybe it was her 
professional style-a dark, long skirt, 
crisp, white b louse and trendy, furry 
boots. Or maybe it was her sharp com-
mand of the facts with just a hint of funny, 
observational wit. 
Whatever it is, Alexis Presseau- who 
conducts college tours five days a week 
for DePaul University- has it. 
· You might call her The Closer, the col-
lege student who has been there and done 
that and can help crystallize for prospec-
tive students all the good feelings that any 
un iversity can muster. She does it all 
without tripping backward once in a one-
hour informational trek across DePaul 's 
Lincoln Park campus. 
"Follow me, follow me," 2 1-year-old 
Presseau, a DePaul senior, instructed a 
group of nearly 20 parents and students 
on a cold day recently as she wove her 
way through academics, student dorm 
life, college food, the campus quad and 
what to do if you feel threatened, and 
showed off a state-of-the-art gym that left 
the crowd wide-eyed with approval. 
One doesn't need a marketing survey to 
realize what a great campus tour by a 
great campus tour guide can mean. 
" It can make or break a student's deci-
sion about which school to attend," said 
Todd Olson, assistant dean of admissions 
and outreach program director at Carleton 
College, a private liberal arts college in 
Northfield, Minn. · 
" We actually have some tour guides at 
Carleton who are real superstars, and we 
depend on them in the admissions 
process," Olson said. " I think the real 
keys are personality, honesty and con-
necting with prospective students and 
their parents on the tour." 
This time of year, many students like 
Presseau become the official face of their 
campuses, supplementing school-sam-
pling activities such as talking with 
admissions officials, sitting in on classes 
or meeting professors. 
Some prospe.ctive students and their 
families try to get the flavor of a campus 
by viewing a video tour online or getting 
hold of the many commercially produced 
college tour DVOs. Marquette University 
in Milwaukee is one of the first schools in 
the nation to offer free video tours that 
can be viewed on an iPod. 
But taking an actual, rather than a virtu-
al, whirl around campus and hearing the 
facts from a current student are still a vital 
part of the college-courting proc;ess. 
DePaul guides such as Presseau get 
$10 per one-hour touF. Manuel French, 
associate director of admissions, said he 
looks for student guides who are upper-
classmen and have that "Rah, rah, 
DePaul" enthusiasm. 
Fernando Planas, associate director of 
admissions at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago, echoed that sentiment. 
"What we want is someone who can 
obviously reflect a positive image of the 
university and someone who is open to 
meeting a diverse group of people," 
Planas said. "But we don ' t expect them to 
be admissions people. We want them to 
talk about what it is like to be a student." 
Presseau has got that part down pat. 
She has received more "excellent" ratings 
from visitors than any other DePaul 
guide, according to Ashley McKnight-
Phillips, a j unior who serves as tour guide 
coordinator. 
" I like doing it; I like talking to stu-
dents," Pl-esseau said, warming up in the 
admissions office after a recent tour and 
wearing that smile that could sell any-
thing from cars to bubble gum. " I think 
you can tell when someone is interested in 
what they are doing. I try to be honest. I 
speak from my own experience." 
~~--~--------~~== 
DePaul University tour guide Alexis Presse a u leads students and parents 
around some of the school's Lincoln Park campus buildings on Oct 26 . 
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PETA vs. the Big Top 
National group 
fights treatment of 
circus animals 
By Brett Marlow 
Contr1butln& Wrtter 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & 
Bailey Circus rolled out of town 
Nov. 26, but an elephant-protec-
tion ordinance that would man-
date more humane conditions for 
the animals either traveling 
through or living in the city 
remains in discussion in 
Chicago. 
People for the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals has been active in get-
ting the word out about the ordi-
nance in the past year. The group 
has sent out postcards throughout 
Chicago and gathered 35,000 sig-
natures in support of the ordi-
nance, said RaeLeann Smith, the 
PETA Animals in Entenainment 
specialist. 
PETA isn' t the only one con-
cerned about the humane treat-
ment of the animals. Ald. Mary 
Ann Smith (48th) has been 
instrumental in the elephant-pro-
tection ordinance. If passed, the 
ordinance would mandate a min-
imum of five acres per elephant 
who are on stationary display 
such as at a zoo, and a minimum 
of I ,800 square feet for a single 
elephant- with an extra 900 
square feet for each additional 
elephant-on traveling display. 
The ordinance would also pre-
vent the use ofleg chaining, bull-
hooks and electric prods, among 
other types of instruments that 
might cause injury to the ani-
mals. The ordinance would 
penalize those who violate the 
conditions with fines up to 
$1 ,000 for each day violated. 
Smith said she is proud of those 
taking on the issue, especially 
PETA. 
In an effort to bring awareness 
to how they believe the ci rcus 
mistreats elephants, PETA mem-
bers, both locally and from 
PET A's home offices in Virginia, 
were in town protesting the cir~ 
cus and passing out leaflets as 
part of their Animals in 
Entertainment campaign. PETA 
members stood outside the 
United Center, 190 I W. Madison 
St., before each show with a 
portable video screen displaying 
footage of elephant abuse from 
undercover investigations 
they've conducted over the past 
few years. 
Members passed out informa-
tional literature outside the 
United Center . as well as 
throughout downtown Chicago. 
They also displayed video 
screens to educate people about 
the confinement, beating and 
unnatural treatment the group 
claims elephants undergo as part 
of the circus. 
In addition to undercover 
investigations, Smith said PETA 
has come across documentation 
through other activists and 
Freedom of Information Act 
requests. 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & 
Bailey denies allegations of ani-
mal mistreatment. 
"Ringling is often the target of 
animal rights activists because 
we are the greatest show on 
Earth," said Donna Larkin, 
Ringing Bros. and Barnum & 
Bailey spokeswoman. "We are 
leaders in animal husbandry and 
care. We have unannounced 
inspections at the city, state and 
federal level and have never been 
in violation of the Animal 
Welfare Act." 
Larkin also explained that the 
use of a bullhook, or a pointed 
metal rod as a guide, is simply an 
extension of the trainer 's hand 
Brett Marlow/ The Chronicle 
Mike Brazell, a campaign coordinator for PETA, stands on the corner of State and Monroe 
streets protesting animal cruelty. 
for the purpose of leading the 
animal , similar to the way a leash 
is used for a -dog or reins on a 
horse. 
"It's responsible animal man-
agement," Larkin said. 
The elephants are tethered dur-
ing mealtime to make sure they eat 
their own food and at night so they 
sleep. Ringling invites those suspi-
cious of the treatment of the ani-
mals to come and see the elephants 
in the show for themselves. 
"They are walked several 
miles a day and have an area to 
play with toys like sticks, logs 
and one of their favorites, traffic 
cones they toss back and forth," 
she said. " You will see the ani-
mals are healthy, have great mus-
cle tone, have a great rapport 
with their tra iners and are 
Adams St. , one of PETA's 
whistleblowers claimed they saw 
an elephant trainer beat an ele-
phant painfully with bullhooks 
for 30 to 45 minutes, as the ani-
mal bled and moaned in pain. 
Another allegation stated that an 
elephant continued on the road 
even though it had painful arthri-
tis and was not being treated with 
medication. 
While the animals in their nat-
ural environments usually roam 
30 to 50 miles a day, elephants in 
the circus are shackled 96 per-
cent of the time and while 
chained can only move three feet 
forward or backward, according 
to Mike Brazell, PETA campaign 
coordinator, and Circuses.com, 
an affiliated PETA website. 
wasn't sure. if she'd go back on 
her own next year; however, if 
she received free tickets, Barajas 
might check out the show again. 
Ringling, Brazell said , has 
been doing just that- giving 
away more free tickets to such 
places as schools. 
Smith admits she has faced 
opposition of the ordinance from 
Aldermen William M. Beavers 
(7th) ·and Arenda Troutman 
(20th) who questioned if the pro-
posal is a priority. Smith said if 
the city issues licenses to parks 
as well as when the circus comes 
in, then the city is accountable. 
"We have the obliga.tion to 
look at it," she said. 
Still, Brazell offered an alter-
native circus for people to see. 
---------------------------, vibrant." 
"The only exercise they get 
with the circus is walking from 
the train to the arena," Brazell 
said. 
"Go see Cirque du Solei! · 
instead," Brazell - said. "Yo~ 
don' t go to a prison to see 
humans in their natural environ-
ment, (so] why would you go see 
~ I)Jf'IFIIihTIOlil 
~  ''"11\e 1'e"'• <>1' 
"ec~ivi\1\-' ~oodl \\~ws."' 
IJSE' 1111 J. SdiTE'I!ICE' 
~~ "Well ~illy, I h .. ve ' ooJ. 
~ews "'~J. ? ..J. ~ews f oY 
yo"' bv.\-- sllii.C"' yov. sv.H"~., 
f..,.., C"'fho>,i.,., l'"' j " sl-
w.,.JI< the hell """"'Y." 
When asked about footage ani-
mal rights groups have obtained, 
Larkin said, "They film hundreds 
of hours of footage, but will only 
show snippets--maybe only five 
seconds out of context." 
Former employees who left 
Ringling this past summer came 
to ·town Nov. 13 to talk about 
their own eyewitness accounts of 
elephant abuse. At the Adams 
Room at Club Quarters, Ill W. 
Juanita Barajas, 27, a 2006 
Columbia graduate, took her son 
to the circus and read a brochure 
PETA passed out before the 
show. She said the brochure 
changed her view of the perform-
ance, adding that she "couldn't 
stop thinking about it." 
Barajas, who isn 't sure how 
she feels about the issue, said she 
Let there be light 
a circus to see animals being 
abused and tortured and not in 
their natural environment? 
There's no other way these ani-
mals would be performing these 
acts , except by being trained 
through' fear." 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Spectators watch fireworks explode over the Michigan Avenue bridge on Nov. 18 during 
the Magnlrlcent Mile Lights Festival. The annual event features a parade and the illumi-
nation of rnore than one million white lights along Michigan Avenue between Oak Street 
and Wacker Drive. 
Courtesy Rebecca Rakstad 
Above: Columbia grad student, Rebecca Ann Rakstad displayed 
her letterpress printed cards at the DIY Trunk Show. She said the 
cards aim to encourage writers with phrases like, 'You Make Me 
_ ·. Be low: Mary Allen Lewandowski, a Columbia administrative 
assistant, displayed some of her pol itical pet toys Nov. 17 at the 
3rd a nnual DIY Trunk Show held at the Pulaski Park Auditorium, 
1419 W. Blackhawk St. 
Courtesy Mary Allen Lewandowski 
Crafting: 
Artists get together 
to show offhand-
made goods 
· Continued f rom Back Page 
becoming discouraged with 
many of the more· expensive 
venues, she and Cailton got 
together to produce the DIY 
Trunk Show. They contacted 
crafters they knew and found 
others online. 
In 2003, Cooper said about 20 
crafters displayed work at the 
show. Three years later, the DIY 
Trunk Show is still going strong, 
now with 67 different tables, 
though there were more than 
200 applicants, Cooper said. 
"Our goal is to get the most 
diverse collection of goods," 
Cooper said. "The work all has 
to be handmade, and applicants 
must e-mail photos of their work 
before we accept it." 
Cooper said she looks for 
young, hip goods to feature, 
similar to the kind of shoppers 
they're looking to attract. 
Smith's table featured little 
black ninjas called Wee Ninjas, 
buttons featuring various . 
Shawnimals, and a flat, white 
creature with long arms and legs 
called Grandflappy. 
"We liked the idea of 
unstuffed stuffed animals," 
Smith said. 
Smith said this was the third 
year he'd been in the craft show, 
though he sta rted making 
"':'ony Sculfield's Variety Show is searching 
for performers to perform at jokes and 
Notes Comedy and Jazz Club 
If you are interested in performing contact 
Riot Entertainment at (708) 799-5047 
Tony Sculfield's Variety Show 
Every Thursday evening 
8pm - IOpm 
Jokes and Notes Comedy and Jazz Club 
4641 S. King Drive 
Chicago, !Illinois 
(773) 373-3390 
www.jokes and notes.com 
admission only $1 0 with 2 drink minimum 
21 years and over 
Shawnimals in 2002. Smith, his 
co-worker, Jenni fer Brody, their 
two part-time employees and 
two interns have created more 
than 300 different Shawnimals. 
They have stores in France, 
Spain, Canada, and the U.K. , 
though they sell most of their 
toys over the Internet. 
Another booth featured jewel-
ry made from recycled metal 
and rubber, created by Melissa 
Kolbusz. She said her work is 
made to reflect the use of new 
purpose and function for previ-
ously discarded material. 
Some Columbia staff and stu-
dents also dec ided to get 
"We're trying to elimi-
nate chain storification. " 
-Amy Carlton, artist and co-
organizer of the DIY Trunk 
Show 
involved with the DIY Trunk 
Show. 
Rebecca Ann Rakstad, a 
Columbia graduate s tudent 
responsible for Rar Rar Press, 
set up a table with letterpress 
printed postcards, books and 
greeting cards with creative 
phrases such as "Do It!" "You 
Make Me __ " and "My 
Wizard Scar Still Burns For 
You." 
Most of her designs are meant 
to encourage writers, Rakstad 
said, but she also just started a 
new line o f cards featuring 
moustaches with phrases like 
"Keepin ' it Creepy," "Don' t Be 
Caught In Public With A Naked 
Upper Lip," and "Wanna Go For 
a Ride?" 
Mary Ellen Lewandowski, a 
31 
Columbia administrative assis-
tant in the Center for 
Instructional Technology, cre-
ates T-shirts, political pet toys 
and mixed-media shadow box 
necklaces for her company 
MELTY. 
Cooper and Carlton also work 
with the Chicago Craft Mafia, a 
co-operat ive business project 
based on networking, promoting 
and sharing craft ideas. The fi rst 
Craft Mafia was founded in 
Austin , Texas, in 2003 by nine 
individual business women. The 
company has since grown and 
has established Mafias in major 
cities across North America. 
The DIY Trunk Show also has 
a political focus, Cooper said, 
referring to her "Craftifes to," 
which states "The Power is in 
Your Hands 1" and encourages 
crafters to make a difference in 
their communities. 
"We want to create a commu-
nity that depends on each other 
and grows," Cooper said. 
Carlton agrees and feels DIY 
shows provide a place to find 
one-of-a-kind items. 
"We're trying to e liminate 
chain storification," Carlton 
said. 
For $50, crafters could hold a 
spot in one of two rooms in the 
auditorium. Cooper said the 
money goes toward advertising, 
postcards, postage, renting the 
auditorium and other expenses. 
"The only profi ts we make are 
from our own goods," Cooper 
said. 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Da Bears not eXactl. -shUffling .thrOu-gli 
A Chronicle 
sports analysis 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beet Editor 
It has taken the Chicago Bears 
more than half of the season to get 
the rest of the NFL saying they are 
a good team, not a great team. 
Great is on the level of the 1985 
Chicago Bears, which the 2006 
Bears hardly compare to. But 
despite criticisms of the Bears· 
inconsistency, the team has 
become exactly what they thought 
they would ~a good team. 
The Miami defeat was hard to 
swallow, but fans haven' t had 
much to complain about this year. 
They have had the pleasure of see-
ing a variety of football records. 
They've seen Devin Hestert tie the 
NFL record for returning a botched 
field goal I 08 yards against the 
New York Giants. They've seen 
the Bears tie the franchise record 
for most points in one half when 
they scored 41 against the San 
Francisco 49ers. And they've seen 
kicker Robbie Gould set a new 
franchise record with 26 consecu-
tive field goals dating back to las t 
season. He is now I 0 away from 
the NFL record. 
Perhaps the only thing Chicago 
Bears fans have to whine about 
this year is that there is no Super 
Bowl Shuffie and no drunken 
coaches or insane quarterbacks 
like there were on the 1985 Bears 
team. 
Sorry fans, this team has no 
Bears punt returner Devin Hestert tied an NFL record for the 
longest play with his return after a missed field goal Nov. 11 
against the New York Giants. 
N' 
The Bears' chance of returning to the Super Bowl is good as long as 
linebacker Brian Urlacher stays out of controversy. 
news and sports pages to the latest 
Urlacher gossip, it's obvious some 
will be on the lookout for anything 
remotely juicy. 
The thing that sets the team 
apart is the toughness that glues 
each and every blue collar player 
together. Take the Arjzona game 
on Oct. 16, for example. No one in 
their right mind would say the 
Bears deserved to win that game 
24 to 23. It was downright improp-
er that they pulled that victory 
from the depths of defeat, but they 
did, and after their following bye 
week, they went out and waxed the 
Niners 41-10 across the field 
showing them who in fact their 
daddy really was. 
hard-nosed and determined fash-
ion. After that Arizona game, the 
Bears were labeled with the same 
inconsistency that has plagued the 
team for so many years. They may 
still be a little volatile, but no mat-
ter if they beat a team by 30 points 
or by one, it is still a win. 
drunk-driving Mike Ditka, only 
Southern-speaking Lovie Smith. 
And no, the 2006 Bears have no 
touchdown-scoring tackles in the 
Refrigerato r Perry or renegade 
death-wishing quarterbacks, a Ia 
Jim McMahon. This Bears team 
has only studious sack-seeking 
tackles in Tommie Harris and 
modest, soft-spoken quarterbacks 
in Rex Grossman. 
This team is made up of the kind 
of hardworking blue-collar players 
that would make even Bill 
Swerski, the superest of super fans, 
swoon. Yes that's right, Bill 
Swerski as in the " Da Bears" char-
acter from Saturday Night Live. 
Yes-the Bears are that good. 
Possibly the only soft spot on 
the team is also their strongest. 
Brian Urlacher, although one of 
the best defensive players in the 
league, needs to keep it in his pants 
as the Bears head toward the play-
offs and beyond. The last thing this 
team needs is another controversy 
in the news about how Urlacher is 
parading around town with Paris 
Hilton or the latest developments 
with the custody of his child. And 
since the Chicago Sun-Times has 
been so much more willing than 
other news outlets to devote their 
The important thing to remem-
ber with that shellacking is that the 
team responded to their critics in a 
DAN 
·. ·u ·, .. , 
c;/~ 
Everyone can forget the com-
parisons to the 1985 Bears. This 
team isn' t a fraction of what the 
1985 Super Bowl champions 
were. The 2006 Bears, as many 
have said, are good, not great. That 
is why the loss against the Miami 
Dolphins should not be taken to 
heart. There is a reason why only 
one team in NFL lii.story has gone 
undefeated-beeause: Jt'• ._<dam . 
right imJ?~SSible. 
jewert@chroniclemail.ccm 
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Urban Excursions: Logan Square 
By Jenifer.K. Fis-cher-
Managing Editor 
The first landmarks you 
notice upon exiting the CTA's 
Blue Line station at Logan 
Square include a massive, white 
marble column topped by an 
eagle jutting high above the 
trees-the Illinois Centennial 
StrecherjThe Chronicle 
.Logan Theater, 2646 N. 
Milwaukee Ave., runs cheap 
films for moviegoers. 
Memorial Column-to one side 
and, to the other, the word 
Logan spelled out vertically, in 
all capital letters, on a neon 
sign-the Logan Theater. 
That's Logan Square in a nut-
shell. Grand beauty blended 
with raw, urban gaudiness. 
The community possesses the 
lush remains of two-and-a-half 
miles worth of Chicago's his-
toric 21-segment boulevard sys-
tem. It 's where Chicago's poor 
immigrants moved in the early 
1900s upon establishing their 
fortunes. Here they built their 
castle-like rows of homes along 
Logan Boulevard. Those who 
couldn't afford such lavish digs 
built along the s ide streets . . 
Famous corporate residents 
included the Schwinn Bicycle 
Company and the Hammond 
Organ Company. 
Today the neighborhood 
maintains its historic economic 
and racial diversity. Perhaps, 
however, its residents are a little 
more bohemian. Neighborhood 
trees don sweaters in pinks, 
blues and golds knit by artistic 
hearts and environment-loving 
. hands. Murals memorializing 
fallen firefighters and depicting 
bright yellow pop-out figures 
against blue adorn the sides of 
buildings: Now, instead of fac-
tories that produce bikes and 
musical instruments, area busi-
nesses include retail stores such 
as Boulevard Bikes, 2535 N. 
Kedzie Ave., and Disco City 
Records, 2630 N. Milwaukee 
Ave. 
In adqition to shopping and 
taking in the scenery, this 
enclave offers up plenty to do, 
but some. of it requires a little 
planning. Logan Square 
Auditorium, 2539 N. Kedzie 
Ave., provides loud, modern 
music in an elegant, old setting. 
The Logan Theater, 2646 N. 
Milwaukee Ave., runs slightly 
older movies on the cheap in a 
romantic, retro cinema. 
The mere juxtaposition of 
these venues reflects another 
characteristic of Logan Square. 
It seems that most Chicago 
communities consist strictly of 
families or young professionals 
and students. Logan Square 
seems to include many from 
both populations. 
A:nd they all seem to patron-
ize the neighborhood's eclectic 
collage of places. 
The doors at La Puebla, 2658 
N. Milwaukee Ave., open up 
into a vast Mexican eatery. 
Bright red, yellow and blue fab-
ric Gerbera daisies spill out of 
vases on the tabletops. A foun-
tain made of clay, lined with a 
mosaic of primary colored tiles 
sits in t)le middle of the dining 
room. The menu consists of 
tasty Mexican fare at reasonable 
prices. 
Lula Cafe, 2537 N. Kedzie 
Ave., another favorite neighbor-
hood eatery, is famous not only 
for its food, but also for its wall 
of buttons--of the pinning vari-
ety. This vegetarian-friendly 
spot boasts delectable eats, from 
pricier entrees such as ancho-
glazed acorn squash with buck-
wheat pancake, Brussels sprouts 
Strecher/ The Chronicle 
Sweater-adorned trees stand in front of the Norwegian Lutheran 
Church, 2614 N. Kedzie Blvd., at the Paseo Prairie Garden. 
People can stroll through the urban oasis by exiting from the 
Logan Square Blue Line stop. 
and more at slightly more than 
$20, as well as lots of budget-
friendly meals such as 
Moroccan chickpea sweet pota-
to tagine for less than $10. This 
spot is also known for its deli-
cious brunch, and it offers a 
Monday night farm dinner, con-
sisting of produce from 
Midwestern farms. 
Logan Square manages to 
capture the best of big-city liv-
ing without teeming with hip-
sters or pretense. 
How to get there: Take the 
Blue Line west toward 0 'Hare 
and get off at Logan Square. 
jfischer@colum.edu 
230 s • Wabash 
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Biking: 
Cold weather 
harsh on bikes, 
bikers alike 
Continued from Back Page 
way to dress for winter biking. 
" Thin layers on your body are 
what 's going to keep you more 
comfortable because you can 
remove them if you start to heat 
up too much." Glowacz said. 
"One of the things that people 
who are new to winter bicycling 
do quite often is they dress too 
much and [they) overheat very 
quickly." 
Chianese wore a thin silk ther-
mal shirt, a cotton T-shirt and a 
sweater under a shell jacket; and 
leggings, wool socks and cargo 
pants under a pair of light. water-
proof snow pants. She completed 
her outfit with a pair of wool-lined 
boots, a ski cap and headband to 
cover her head and ears and a pair 
of mittens, the top portion o f 
which can be pulled back to 
expose fi ngers for dexterity. 
Glowacz a lso recommended 
Velcro strips or rubber bands to 
hold down pants at the ankles and 
keep them from getting tang led in 
wheels and pedals. 
" Don 't be afraid to layer and 
look silly," Chianese said. " You ' re 
just keeping warm [so] don ' t even 
worry about what you look like." 
The two added that though 
many o f the items C hia nese 
Sneakers: 
Some limited-
edition Nikes 
exceed $1 ,500 
Conlinuedfmm Buck l'uJ{e 
went out and got ' kale cred by hir-
ing Robbie Jeffcl', a rc, peucd 
member in the community and 
participant of the Stu"y •kate-
boarding team in CalifiJ/nia. 
Jeffer~ convinced Nike to rc""' e 
the Dunk the ·~5 J<J/dan, , a uo ll 
favorite among ~katcn. 
lfabon qaod lhe flunk " hi• 
favor ite •ncaker ever 
" Maybe I'm bia~cd, and 
be<.ause I' m fmm Cho<.agn, nut 
[the Dunk I " our generation of 
Ch~K.k ' laylms," f lalxm •aod. 
Part of the fun for sncakerhcads 
is wearing •hoe• that other sncak-
erhea<b lkm't have. Limited cdi· 
tion SB• 8nd Dunk! are only 
releMed at \ kate •lwJx and lx•u-
tique~ that have ~ licen<e with lhe 
Nike •kateh(J~rdonl( cliv"""' Wotlo 
only~ .elu l nurnher 11f •lorM •e ll-
modeled we re clothes s he 
already owned, they could a lso 
be found at thrift stores, depart-
ment s tores or sporting goods 
stores at reasonable prices. 
" What a lot of people don ' t real-
ize about cotton underwear, what 
we call the base layer, is that cot-
ton ... tends to hang on to mois-
ture," Glowacz said. " If you get 
cotton wet, it stays pretty wet. 
Anything that's synthetic or si lk 
gets rid of moisture more quickly." 
It's also essential to protect 
the eyes when riding during rain 
or snowfall , Glowacz added , 
and it 's important to find eye-
wear that stays snug on the face 
or will fit over prescription 
glasses, if necessary. 
Wrap-around sunglasses help to 
keep snow from drifting in from 
the sides and stinging the eyes, 
Glowacz said. Inexpensive polar-
ized sung lasses can be found at 
most safety supply stores and are 
made to fit over smaller pairs of 
prescription glasses, according to 
Garth Katner, a C hicagoland 
Bicycle Federation volunteer. 
Sport goggles are also an option 
for riders during inclement weath-
er, but Glowacz said it's important 
to make sure that fog doesn' t form 
on the inside of the eyewear, 
reducing vis ibility. One home rem-
edy to this issue is to rub a thin 
layer of petroleum jelly or the 
juice from a potato on the inside of 
goggles to prevent fogging. 
Road Safety 
Winterizing the bicycle itself is 
just as important as a rider 's prepa-
ing the limited editions, it has 
become a popular trend for sneak-
erheads to camp outside a skate 
shop days before release. 
"Sometimes we have campouts 
[in front of the store, but[ it 
depends on the shoe," said an 
employee at the Uprise skate shop 
on North Milwaukee Avenue. 
" When the Hawaiian Dunks came 
out they all camped out in the mid-
d lc of the winter, and it was like 20 
below." 
Pr<Kiuc ing a li mited supply of 
exclusive shoes is part of Nikc's 
succes~ in being accepted by the 
~kateboarding community. 
" We target a certa in amnunl 
of ~hop' lo ' e ll Nike S ll prod-
IH.: I 'i," •wid Kevin Imamura , 
Nikc skalehoarding comrnuni-
"'ations manger. ~~'I hat ':. huw 
we ' re ahle to keep Nike S ll •pe-
cific lo the cure reta ole r and nul 
jeopa rdi~,c the re lalion ~hop or 
lhc bu~ ineMs !hal we've he lped 
them lnoild up." 
Sneakerhead• cnn f1nd uulru-
gcou• marku ps on lhc rurc •hoes 
they de•ire on eUuy On uvcrngc, 
Ni ke Slh gc11erully ' ell »nywhcre 
from ~~~~ to ~I()() when lhcy nrc 
onlllnlly relen•ed. bul lhcy cnoo 
Jennifer Crider/ The Chronicle 
ration for braving the cold, 
Glowacz said . Adding fenders to a 
bike can help defiect moisture that 
gets splashed up by tires traveling 
through water. 
" In Chicago we have what I call 
the 5-to-1 rule where [for] every 
one snowfiake that hits a major 
street, the city throws five grains 
of salt on it- that stuff doesn' t 
have a chance," Glowacz said. 
" But it does get pretty wet and 
s lushy pretty quickly." 
G lowacz recommends placing 
the front fender over the mid-
night- to-3-o'c lock portion of 
the wheel, and the back fender 
over the 9-to-3-o'clock por-
tion-or basically the top hal f of 
the tire. Slush, snow and rain 
can leave s lick surfaces on the 
road , especially a long lane 
markings and metal surfaces 
like sewer caps, so Glowacz 
cautioned bicyclists not to make 
sharp turns or try to brake 
quickly in such "Conditions. 
Sharing the road with motorists 
can also be troublesome in bad 
weather s ince plowed snow otten 
blocks the path where cyclists typ-
ically would travel on a clear road. 
" If a lane is too narrow for [a 
bicyclist] to share safely with a 
motorist then [they) shouldn' t by," 
Glowacz said. " [The bicyclist] 
should take the lane or take 
another ro ute." 
If a street hasn ' t been plowed, 
it's helpful to tJy and find existing 
tire tracks to ride through, rather 
than struggle through the snowfall, 
he said. While many cyclists feel 
they need to change the ir tires to 
accommodate snow, G lowacz said 
fetch as much as $300 on eBay. 
Shoes like the Michael Lau Dunk 
Low are being sold for $ 1,700. 
Three years ago Habon was 
huning for cash and said that he 
felt he had no other choice but to 
se ll some of his rare Jordans on 
eBay. 
" I really needed the money," 
Habon said. " Rent was coming up. 
I had my cell phone and, like, a 
million other bills . I wou ld never 
buy shoes on cBay [thoughj ; there 
arc too many fakes." 
O ther sneakerheads avoid buy-
ing shoes nn eBuy for the same 
reason: instead they wi ll purchase 
diOerent s ites in limited editions 
when shops arc sold out, nncl then 
lnode with friends li1r something 
they want. 
" I think I know everyone in 
Chicago [who ! wear~ n s it.c 10 . ~ ." 
he said " I usually trade hctwecn 
frocoods, hul It usually takes a rcul-
ly lung lime. Yuu just hotvc lo wnit 
for lhc wlmlow tu opoooup." 
Collecting lionilcd ~ H~ nnd 
Dunks Is pun uf the hype, but 
wettrlng the frcshe~t ttttd mrcst 
shoe~ in f)·ont ur other ~ncnkcr• 
heoul• coon cnu•e lc»lou~y. lloobon 
•uld lhttl when he I(Ocs l n~ldc n 
it's not always necessary to make 
such adjustments. · , 
"Get your bike, get out there' iri · 
the snow and tJy riding with the 
tires that you have," Glowacz told 
the audience. "Eventually you're 
going to get control, and if you do 
it enough you ' ll feel confident." 
One man took it upon himself, 
however, to find a way to bike 
down Chicago's lakefront path-
an area often covered in ice 
because Lake Michigan waves 
splash up and onto the surface and 
freeze in the winter. Mark Kinsella 
built a cleated tire for his bike 
about I 0 years ago and uses it dur-
ing the winter to travel downtown 
to work from his home on the 
North Side. 
Kinsella searched the Internet to 
find out how to bui ld cleated tires 
and learned he could put drywall 
screws through the beads of an old 
tire, and then cut it out ani! glue it 
to the road tire on his bike. The 
points of the screws grip the icy 
surface to give the bike stability 
along the icy path. 
" It's kind of funny to be the 
only person on the bike path [in 
the winter]," Kinsella said . "The 
problem with this is it's sharp ... 
and it 's kind of like having a 
food processor on the front of 
your bike." 
Kinsella added that while the 
cleated tire- and it's only neces-
sary to cleat the front tire-is 
effective, it's important to use cau-
tion when parking a bike like that 
near others' to ensure the safety of 
other cyclists. 
Maintenance 
Bike maintenance is a lso key 
during winter months when a bike 
is susceptible to eros ion from 
water and street salt, G lowacz 
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said. Kainer discouraged cyclists 
•from simply hosing down their 
bikes to clean them off, as this 
practice allows water to settle in 
bearings and other parts of a bike. 
Cyclists should wipe down their 
bikes with rags and use a water 
d isplacement product, like WD-
40, to help remove condensation 
build-up. They should al59 tJy to 
lubricate "moving parts" on their 
bikes like hinges, chains and 
brakes with a bike lube after 
removing excess condensation, 
Glowacz said. He noted that 
cyclists should be extra careful 
with the lube, which comes in 
spray-on or liquid form . 
" If you' re spraying it on, you 
don ' t want to get it on the rim," 
Glowacz said. "The rim is where 
your brake pads grab to stop the 
tire. If your rim is lubed, your tire 
is going to slide right through." 
While the clothes a rider wears 
during the winter are important for 
warmth, it's necessary to "dress 
up" a bike for winter safety, too. 
Attaching lights and refiective tape 
to bikes, helmets or clothing helps 
motorists see bicyclists in the 
dark- an issue that's especially 
important as daylight decreases 
during winter months. 
While some might express a 
concern for how all this winter 
gear might make them look, 
Glowacz reminded the audience 
that it 's worth it to take the extra 
precautions. 
" Think how good you' lllook in 
the hospital if you don 't ride [safe-
ly )," Glowacz said. 
For more infor71$1J.O{' on winter 
biking safety, mainten:Znce ·and 
activities, visit bikewintel'fOf§ · o,. ' • 
biketraffic. orglschool. ' '- · ' 
ariggio@_chroniclemail. com 
Cathy Schubert, a Chicagoland Bicycle Federation volunteer, 
shows a lighted helmet she wears so she's more visible to 
vehicles. 
shoe store he 's never been to, 
employees will sometimes give 
him attitude because of the sneak-
ers he's wearing. 
According to Habon, the scene 
has changed s ince he first began 
collecting shoes; he said before it 
was about the art, and now it's 
more about showing off. 
..·m at's why Chicago will never 
be as big as New York or Cali," he 
said. " 'The hate here is weird- 1 
don't think kids love it. I think n 
lot o f the people buying shoes do 
it jus t because they think it's the 
' in ' thing to do." 
lmamum snid the Nike skote-
bonrding division only represents 
I percent of Nike's revenue, 
which according to their 2006 
earnings is around $1 50 million. 
" We dou ' t wnnt to get too big or 
tuu smnll with the market, we 
wunt tu he somewhere in the mid· 
die," ltnnmurn said. 
llowcvcr. with It growina 
dcntnnd li1r these N lkcs, snc11k~ 
hcuds cnmplttl! uul fur new shoe 
rclct\SCS Ultd Olltl'lti!COUS llttlfkups 
on the limited warcs, Nlke l!knte-
buur!lhll! s hoes are lncvltabl 
bccumltt~ fi tt~nd. 
" I woul!ln'l mind II I( the kids 
Merlo Habon displays one of 
the many artlslcally designed 
Nlkes from his collection. 
loved the sneaker, but thm 's 11 lot 
of kids who just WtiSICI their whole 
pli)'Check buyln& fllkes oft' the 
lttttmct," Habon said, ''A lot of 
them j\t t want to shaw up otho.'r 
P,eOPie." 
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in the Loop 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
Chicago politics may seem like 
a hard racket to break into for most 
bratty college students, but it's 
really not. It is as easy as reading a 
book; I would suggest Mike 
Royko's Boss if you are looking 
for an old-school telling of the life 
of former Mayor Richard J. Daley. 
If you are looking for a place to 
begin, iet me suggest attending a 
<{hicago City Council meeting, or 
a sub-rommittee will do just fme. 
There, you might be filled with the 
salivating rage of a rabid political 
bound simply by observing the 
bureaucrats in power. 
Before attending, you must first · 
do your homework in order to 
fully realize the scope and magni-
lUde of the event you are about to 
watch. Fortunately for your sake, 
I've already done the homework. 
Be sure to research some alder-
man you would like to root for. I 
prefer Burton Natarus of the _42nd 
Ward and Dorotl}y 'The Hat' 
Obam·a: 
"" ~r discusses 
possibility of a 
presi~_enti~ bid 
Continued from Back Page 
Obaina, backed by 75 u.s. 
Senators, argued that 2006 should 
be the year for phased redeploy-
ment of troops in Iraq. 
" What we have seen instead is 
a year of significant deteriora-
tion," the senator said. 
Although highly critical of the 
Bush administration in his 
speech, Obama noted it did an 
"incredible job" with moving 
sanctions through the U.N. to 
punish North Korea for its recent 
missile tests. 
In welcoming Obama to the 
stage to speak, Marshall Bouton, 
president of the council, said. that 
the size of the audience in atten-
dance was proof that concern for 
Iraq has risen and the popularity 
of the senator h·as skyrocketed. 
Bouton said many people are 
Tilbnan of the 3rd Ward. 
Natarus controls basically the 
Loop and some of the Gold 
Coast. He is responsible for the 
ordinance that prohibits skate-
boarding in all of central Chicago 
as well the one that requires the 
use of a hands-free cell phone 
device wpile driving. 
This witty fella is known for 
such outbursts in City Hall as the 
time he interrupted Mayor Richard 
M. Daley to announce the 50th 
anniversary of the Dick Tracy 
comic book, which he called a 
magazine. 
Once while I was sitting in the 
press box at City Hall, he 
approached me to ·ask "what radi-
cal newspaper are you from?" 
As for 'The Hat,' this fme tax-
payer-paid alderman is . notorious 
among council circles for the 
incredibly large hats. she wears to 
all meetings. She can also be seen 
switching from seat to . seat so 
many times during a council meet-
ing it would make a child with 
Attention· Deficit Disorder's head 
spin. 
When you get to Chicago's pan-
theon-like city hall, prepare your-
self for a spectacle you might only 
see at a circus. 
Take the elevator up to the sec-
ond floor, then you will see an 
·armed guard and a metal detector 
waiting and anticipating his 
announcement to run for presi-
dent. 
But the senator avoided direct-
ly answering the question about 
his potential bid for president. In 
an audience question and answer 
session following his speech, a 
man told the senator he had three 
questions for him, and that his 
third would be about the senator's 
possible bid for the presidency. · 
"Well, I'm not sure you're 
allowed three questions, so I 
think I' ll just answer the first 
two," Obama said with a chuckle. 
During a press conference, the 
senator, who, along with Sen. 
Hillary Cl inton (D-N.Y.) is a 
frontrunner for the. ' 08 
Democratic presidential nomina-
tion, confronted t)le presidential 
question again. 
"Look, it's a profoundly per-
sonal decision I'm going 
through," he said. "The most 
important thing [I ' m thinking 
about) is, 'Do I have something 
unique to bring to the race that 
would justifY putting my family 
through this?'" 
In addition to outlining a strat-
egy for the war in -Iraq, Obama 
said that America must Jearn 
Off the Blotter 
I 
in a grand, marble lobby. 
You can flash the guard some-
thing card-like and glossy that 
resembles a press pass or you can 
choose to wait in line at the metal 
detector. For some reason the city 
doesn't think media professionals 
carry weapons. 
If you opt for the metal detector 
make sure you' ve taken all prohib-
ited and contraband items out of 
your pockets- there's nothing 
worse then trying "to explain to the 
City Hall guard that a metal hitter 
is a part from your bike. 
But in all honesty the metal 
detector is probably just for show, 
just like everything else in the 
building. I accidentally brought a 
metal flask in my backpack once. 
Talk about surprise when you go to 
take a legal pad from your bag and 
you place your hand on a cold 
flask of whiskey. 
After passing the locked-down 
s~urity checkpoint, proceed right 
and you will see two entrances. 
One is for the public, the other for 
media. Depending on how you got 
past the armed guard, continue into 
the chamber. 
Assuming you went through the 
metal detector like any Jaw-abid-
ing citizen would do, take a seat in 
the peanut gallery and watch as the 
elected city officials proceed to 
piss away millions of dollars with 
ridiculous postulating. 
The council meetings start with 
the Pledge of Allegiance and the 
roll call, which at times, some 
·" aldermen wiil arrive late for, or 
won't even come at all. 
That is followed then with the 
reports and communications from 
city officers. This is where alder-
men get a chance to rave about 
police officers' exemplary con-
duct. Now that is not to say their 
conduct isn't exemplary, but tak-
ing up hours of council time is a bit 
excessive. 
This may however, be a clever 
political ploy to distract citizens, 
because it is also the time when 
most spectators fall asleep. 
Soon after there is usually an 
executive session or two and 
more bureaucratic finagling. 
Occasionally theymight conduct 
some actual business and discuss 
the next ban on exotic cuisine or 
something similar. 
If you were able to make it this 
far you can watch the aldermen 
unanimously pass an omnibus bill. 
That is where all the legislation 
aldermen don't want to read or talk 
about gets passed, usually without 
anyone objecting. 
By this time you should be able 
to formulate your own opinion 
about the aldermen, who are paid 
upwards of $95,000 annually. If 
you don't believe me, mosey on 
over to 121 N. LaSalle St. and be 
ready for fireworks, it's open to the 
public 
jewert@chronic/email. com 
Mauricio Rubio/The Chronicle 
U.S. Sen. Barack Obama spoke Nov. 20 at the Hilton Chicago 
Hotel, 720 S. Michigan Ave. His speech focused on setting a 
timetable for a withdraw! of U.S. troops from Iraq. 
from its mistakes. He said that the 
American people must have a 
plan for success, cooperate with 
other nations when fighting 
future threats and "be more mod-
est in · our belief that we can 
impose democracy on a country 
through military force." 
How much more did he need? 
"There is one place where our 
mistakes in Iraq have cost us 
dearly," Obama said. " And that is 
the loss of our government's 
credibility with the American 
people." 
bwhite@ chroniclemail.com 
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In Public 
Calling all nerds: Guthrie's 
Tavern, 1300 W. Addison St., 
is hosting Dating for Nerds 
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Nov. 
28. Impress the ladies and 
gents with your Pictionary, 
Scrabble and Taboo skills. It's 
$15 in advance and $20 at 
the door; one drink is included 
in the price. For more informa-
tion, visit nerdsatheart.com. 
Check out former senator 
and vice-presidential nominee 
John Edwards speak about his 
new book, Home: The 
Blueprint of Our Lives. The lec-
ture wi ll take place at the 
Harold Washington Library, 
400 S. State St., at 12:30 
p.m. Nov. 28. The event is 
free. For more information, 
visit chipubllb.org. 
Are you crashing and burn-
ing in your classes? Then ask 
for an early Christmas wish at 
Santa's Workshop at Daley 
Plaza, 50 W. Washington St., 
from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. (with. a 
break from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.). It 
runs through Dec. 24. Try not 
to creep out the kids. For 
more information, visit city-
ofchicago.org. 
Let the holiday music com-
mence. St. Richard's 
Children's Choir will perform 
at the Harold Washington 
Library, 400 S. State St.. at 
noon Nov. 27. The event is 
free. For. more information, 
visit1chipublib.org. 
On Nov. 17, a 27-year-old woman told police 
that a 24-year-o ld man threatened her at Chase 
Bank, 850 S . Wabash Ave. The woman, a Chase 
supervisor, said the man appeared agitated after 
the bank refused to cash his check. He said that 
he would "come with something for [her] ." 
Police charged the man with assault and found 
$700 cash on him. 
Keeping his mouth shut 
He should have kept his hands to himself 
While s itting on a CTA train, a 28-year-old 
man started touching a 35-year-old woman's leg 
on Nov. 9. The woman did not know the man. 
Police arrested the man near the Roosevelt Red 
Line stop and charged him with battery. 
Attempted robbery 
On Nov. 14, a 25-to 35-year-old man attempt-
ed to rob a 16-year-old boy at 44 E. Roosevelt 
Road. The offender grabbed the boy's shirt and 
demanded: "give me your shoes." The boy 
flagged down a police car and the man ran away. 
Police didn 't catch him. 
A man started orally abusing a grocery store 
employee at Jewel, 1224 S. Wabash Ave. , on 
Nov. 16. A 21-year-old Jewel security guard tried 
to intervene and the man pushed him in the chest. 
After struggling with the man, the security guard 
restrained him until police arrived. Police arrest-
ed the man and charged him with s imple battery. 
The man refused to identify himse lf and d id not 
have any ID on him; police classified the man as 
a "John Doe." 
What happened to the M&M's? 
On Nov. 18, a 38-year-old man attempted to 
steal a $2.19 bag ofM&M's at White Hen, 899 S. 
Plymouth Court., by sticking the package down 
his pants. The 42-year-old owner pulled the bag 
out of the offender's pants and the 38-year-old 
man shoved the White Hen employee. The owner 
then pushed the offender to the ground. Police 
arrested the man for retail theft. 
Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department. 
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Obama offers solutions 
Illinois Senator talks 
about Mideast policy, 
U.S. soldiers in Iraq 
By Brent Steven White 
Assistant A&E Editor 
His face adorns the cover of 
national newspapers. Time maga-
zine wrote a feattirc s tory about 
the poss ibility of him winning the 
next pres idential election. The 
New Yorker recently ran a candid 
Q&A wit h him. Now. backed by 
a Democratically-run House and 
Senate. the Bush administration 
has reason to fear him. 
In a speech to the Chicago 
Council on Global Affairs. a non-
partisan policy organizat ion, Sen. 
Barack O bama attacked the Bush 
administration 's handling of the 
war in Iraq, proposed possible 
solutions to ending the sectarian 
violence there and ca lled for a 
gradual withdrawal of U.S. 
forces. 
His speech came just days aller 
Pentagon officia ls announced 
57,000 more U.S. troo ps will be 
sent to Iraq in early 2007 to main-
tain current force levels. 
"The American people have 
sent a clear message that the days 
of using the war on terror as a 
politica l football arc over," 
Crafting 
made cool 
Columbia students, 
staff among show's 
DIY designers 
By Dana Nelson 
Staff Wrtter 
C rafting is no longer a task 
for- the old and senile. It's an 
urban trend in which young hip-
sters display their individuality 
and creativity, w hile using craft 
fairs to show their art and net-
work w ith other crafters . 
On Nov. 18, the DIY Trunk 
Show brought together crafters 
from all ovLT Chicagoland. It was 
held at Pula~ki Park Auditorium, 
1419 W. Blackhawk St., and fea-
tured items such as stuffed 
plushics, homemade f01Ml , altered 
clothing, jewelry and postcards. 
" Yo u don ' t have to go to 
Target to get cool s tuff," sa1d 
S hawn Smith , c rea to r of 
'> haw111mal,, a line o f Japancse -
' ty le plu' h toy' 
'I he DI Y ·1 runk <; how was 
fif't organ1zcd hy ( ' mnamon 
Cooper and Amy Carlson 111 
2 ()()) 
Cooper " "" she wa• look 1ng 
for a c raft • how where s he 
cou ld market Po iSe cc . a line of 
pur•cs •he •tarted rm1k1ng as a 
hreak from her job 111 <llg lla l 
puhllxhrng. 
" I • pent three years tn pixels 
and dt!ptal •crccns," Cooper 
xa1d " I really wanted to work 
with Momethtng more tang1h le " 
A fler hemg turned <luwn for the 
Renegade ('rail f'a tr, arKJiher a t1-
wor1c •h<.wcH-.e thatlllkex place 111 
( 'hlcftj(IJ and New Yurk , •nd 
Obama said to applauding mem-
bers of the council. '"Mission 
Accomplished,' ' Cut and Run,' 
'Stay the Course' the 
American people ha ve de ter-
mined that a ll these phrases have 
become meaningless in the face 
of a confiict that grows more 
deadly and c haotic with each 
passing day." 
About I ,400 f'l!ople attended the 
speech at the Hilton C hicago 
Hotel. 720 S. Michigan Ave .. 
according to an event coordinato r. 
In his speech. the senator o ut-
lined a three-part plan to refine 
the United State~' current strate-
gy in Iraq: a phased redeploy-
ment of U.S. troo ps from Iraq, 
beginning on a timetable of four 
to six months; a " more effective 
plan" to train Iraqi security 
forces; and economic aid set up 
in Iraq "with the ex is tence of tan-
gible progress toward a political 
settlement." 
But the senator also stressed 
that the United States must 
include Iraq 's neighboring coun-
tries, including Syria and Iran, in 
an open dialogue so that solu-
tions to Iraq's problems can be 
more easily achieved. 
"We have to realize that the 
entire Middle East has an enor-
mous stake in the outcome of 
Iraq," Obama said. " I firmly 
Maurtc:lo R\.tiofThe Chronicle 
U.S. ~~..(l:J~§I.[aCk Opama s peaks to 1 ;-:lO& people at the Hilton 
Chicago Hoter.~s. Michigan Ave. on Nov. 20. · •- · _. __ 
believe we should convene a The senator, who has a new~ 
regional conference, [and) the highly publicized book calf~ 
goal of this conference should be The Audacity of Hope, . .ga~e a 
to get foreign fighters out of Iraq, s imilar speech to tbe coUncil I~ 
prevent a further descent into November. His previous speeeh 
civil war and push the various had related sentiments, as 
Iraqi factions toward a political 
solution." See Obama, Page J.5 
Cola1llsy Mile ...... 
A s mall sampling of Mario Habon's rare Nikes. Habon has more than 200 pairs of Jordans, Nike 
SBs and Dunks. Collectors often wait for hours in-line at skate shops and boutiques for a pair. 
Sole of a sneakerhead 
Limited-edition Nikes 
a must in rare shoe 
collectingsubalinue 
By George Slefo 
StatfWr1ter 
Dressed in N1kc gear a rctru 
' lurt. headband, ' hoes and Jeans 
Mario I Ialxm has a sneaker add ic-
tion, particularly to Nikes. At 24 
year~ o ld, llabun owns more than 
200 pairs of Jordans. Nike Slls nnd 
Dunks, he even gels anx ious 
lx:fi~re he goes mto a shoe st(>re. 
" I need a cigarette hcliJrc I go 
msidc," llahun s111d. " I always get 
eXCi ted lx:fi>rc I 1(0 in ." 
llis r•M>m IS his closet. An entire 
HCCtion of lfuhun ·~ wall is devoted 
to Mhoehoxe8, ami hoxeN are 
xlllcked 1n the corner next to hix 
TV. ' llle Nneukcrx, nrrun11ed hy 
cn lor, e<mM IMt nf a vuriety o f mutc-
nalx, itJCiudlnjl fithricM fl·orn dix-
trc•~~e~llcuthcr to •nnkc xkin. If•• fiMJtn ' " large, hut not lnr11e 
erKrugh. 
"I think I have like 77 pairs at 
my uncle's house." Habon said. 
"Sometimes I forget I even have 
them:' 
1-labon is part of a growing cul-
ture o f so-called "sneakerheads," 
o r people who feverishly collect 
rare editions o f Nikcs. The 
shoes' designers come from vari-
o us backgrounds from mus i-
cians in the hip-ho p industry to 
Japanese artists to professiona l 
skntehourdcrs . 
When designing the shoe, urtists 
piny on associutin!! populur icons 
und images - -like the mygun logo 
thut rcprc~cnled n N ike commcr-
ciul with bnskotbull pluycr Vi nce 
( 'nrter und music iun <loor11c 
('linton thut speak the skutc-
hnunlin(! lnn(!IIII(!C. Whilo tho 
shocN' structure i~ similtll' to nor-
mul I!Ynl shoeM, it's the sncukol'!l' 
spgciuli1.cd urtwork thut'~ attruet· 
lng a 11ffiWinl! audience who huN 
furmod its own Nub<:ulturo. 
" I' ve been into [shoes l s ince I 
wns Ill," llnhon said. " In high 
~~ehnol all I would do is han11. out 
with skaters, and we would go 
check out shoes. They were into 
that shit jus t as much as I was. I 
wanted all of them." 
Ten years ago the famous 
swoosh logo was nonexistent in 
skate shops. In 1997, Nike decided 
to take n s tab at the skateboardlng 
murkct, but fai led, shutting the line 
down u fter just one yenr. 
Part of Nikc's downfall was 
mn.~s advertising on major TV net-
works nnd magazines with ads that 
depicted golf erN nnd joggers being 
hun1ssed by cops with the tagline, 
"lmnglnc if all uthletcs were treat-
ed like ~kato111." While it was 
nppiuudod in the ud industry, it 
came otT 11!1 lt1mc to skatm. 
Skato111 i11non:d tho $1 S billion 
company und continued to support 
respected bmnds such Ill! Emerica, 
IX' und Vuns. 
In 200 I Nlke re-onteltd the 
skateboardlna s~cno and orealtd a 
sneaker that wu In demarld and 
ll.mlted In supply. This time Nib 
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Chicago's 
chill - ride 
·-;;..;Y -. 
OUcago- cycle Federatiort~erlng 
tips on wiri~.biking 
By Allison Riggio 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
Winter weather can be rough on 
bikes and riders alike if tile ~ 
er precautions are not ·taken 
before hitting the stree1s. ·About 
30 bicyclists brave and dedicated 
enough to ride in Chicago this 
winter got a few tips from "Mr. 
Bike" at the Mercury Cafe, I 505 
W. ChieagoAve., on Nov. 19. 
Mr. Bikt>-Oave Glow~-is 
the director of education for the 
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation. 
With the help of several bike fed-
eration volunteers, Glowacz 
informed the audience of how to 
stay warm, ride safely and take 
care of bikes through the upcom-
ing inclement weather. 
Glowacz asked audience mem-
bers why they wanted to bike dur-
ing the winter months. While 
most people shouted that tbey did-
n ' t have a' car, the CTA wasn' t 
reliabl~ or that they liked impress-
ing coworken ey showing up on a 
bicycle in ~g . .tc;mperaSures, 
G lowacz added that spending 
more time outside can actually 
lessen depression often associated 
with winter months. 
"A lot of people, wben sunlight 
gets shorter, they get a little more 
depressed;' Glowacz said. MH 
you're outside more ~t actually 
affects people's moods.~ 
. • ... .- ... ~.:.-1~ ... 
Fashion . ~ 
1- l _ _.,...,,,. ·' 
One of the-'!11o&t impprlant 
things a ~ can do .before going 
fur a ride m winter is dress in lay-
. ers to appropriately accommodate 
warmth, Glowacz said 
"If you' ve got stuff that you 
already wear when you go outside 
in the winter just to walk. there's 
no reason you can't use a lot of 
the same stuff to bicycle through 
the winter," Glowacz said 
With help from Erica Chianese, 
a bike fedemtion volunteer, 
G lowacz demonstrated the proper 
way to dress in layers when bik-
ing in cold weather. Chianese 
rode her bike to tbe front of the 
crowd decked out in full winter 
gear to help illustrate tbe prOper 
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